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Professional Affiliations
Licenses and Accreditations
•
•

Member of the Appraisal Institute (MAI)
Certified General Real Estate Appraiser in the states of:
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Illinois
Indiana
Ohio
Arizona
New York
New Jersey
Maryland
Florida
Georgia
Michigan
District of Columbia

•
•

Member of the Institute of Real Estate Management (IREM)
Member of the National Council of Real Estate Investment
Fiduciaries (NCREIF)

Education
•

Syracuse University – BFA

Impact Studies
•
•
•
•
•
•

Landfills
Waste Transfer Stations
Big Box Retail
Transmission Lines
Zoning Overlay districts
Truck Terminals

Dayton Griffin
Head of Section, Wind Technology
Mobile: +1 425 422 8794
Email: dayton.griffin@dnvgl.com
Summary
Mr. Griffin has 25 years of wind-energy engineering experience and in 2017 assumed the role of Head of
Section for DNV GL’s Wind Technology team. He is an internationally-recognized expert in the area of wind
turbine blades, with a background including all aspects of rotor blade aerodynamics, structure, materials,
and manufacturing technologies. He has worked on numerous detailed due diligence evaluations including
turbine systems, service providers, engineering, manufacturing, operation and maintenance for both
onshore and offshore projects in North and South America, Europe, and Asia. Mr. Griffin also has extensive
experience in conducting wind turbine blade failure and damage investigations and has conducted numerous
studies concerning risks related to blade failure, ice throw and possible detachment of aerodynamic devices.
Academic Qualifications
M.S. Aerospace Engineering, University of Washington, 1993
B.S. Aerospace Engineering, University of Washington, 1992
Career Profile
DNV GL – Energy, Renewables Advisory
Head of Section, Wind Technology 2017 – Present
•
Includes duties described below, plus management of wind technology team focused on technology
due diligence, damage and failure investigations, turbine inspections, and site suitability evaluations.
Senior
•
•
•

Principal Engineer, Turbine Technology, 2014 – 2017
Responsibilities include delivery and project management for various technical services.
Areas of emphasis include blade technology, failure investigations, and turbine system due diligence.
Serves as US expert to the IEC working group for a standard covering wind turbine blade design and
manufacturing.

DNV GL, Asia-Pacific (APAC)
Regional Manager, Renewables Certification, 2013 – 2014
•
Responsible for oversight of RC sales and services under delivery by DNV GL offices in Beijing,
Shanghai, Busan, Korea, and Bangalore, India.
•
Continued to work as subject-matter expert in wind turbine blades, performing blade verification,
and evaluation of blade manufacturing and structural testing.
Business Director, Renewable Energy Services, 2012 – 2013
•
Responsible for development of business for wind and solar services in Region Asia-Pacific (APAC), in
cooperation with the regional managers and other business-line leaders in the region, and with
collaboration across RES units globally.
•
Job includes support of proposal development and negotiation, technical support on delivery, and
organizing project teams to deliver advisory, testing, and certification services.

DNV KEMA, Korea/Japan
Regional Manager, Renewables Energy Services, Electrical Transmission and Distribution, 2013
•
Responsible for implementing DNV KEMA’s Tactical Plan and Annual Operating Plan within Region
Korea/Japan for renewable energy and electrical transmission and distribution services
•
Activities included the development and realization of key unit goals, performance indicators, targets
and actions; management of sales and client relationships, marketing activities, quality assurance,
health, safety and environment, financial performance, and people management within region.
•
Served as Quality Manager for accredited certification unit in Korea.
DNV, Korea
Principal Engineer, 2010 – 2012
•
Led technical due diligence for potential acquisition of “turnkey” offshore wind company (business
units including project development, engineering, manufacturing, construction, O&M).
•
Supported Type Certification of wind turbines; blade design verification, manufacturing and testing.
•
Assisted with knowledge transfer and competence-building for local unit.
DNV Global Energy Concepts Inc. (includes Global Energy Concepts, LLC, and Kamzin Technology, Inc.)
Senior Engineer, 1995 – 2010
•
Acted as project manager and principal investigator of several studies concerning alternative designs,
composite materials, and manufacturing processes for application to large wind turbine blades.
•
Key contributor for detailed technical review of numerous commercial turbine designs. These
projects have included the review of engineering documents and manufacturing facilities and
operational capability in North and South America, Europe, India and China.
•
Led root-cause analyses and remediation campaigns for numerous commercial blades experiencing
premature failures. In 2009 Mr. Griffin was selected as lead expert from the U.S. to participate in the
development of a new international standard for blade design and manufacturing.
•
Designed, conducted, and documented numerous tests including: wind tunnel tests, full scale blade
structural tests, power performance tests, and gearbox efficiency tests.
•
Represented the U.S at international standards development meetings addressing design safety (IEC
1400-1), performance measurement (IEC 1400-12) and wind turbine blade testing (IEC 1400-23).
•
Specific work experience included:
Key member of team developing new turbine system technology, including integration and
trade-offs of aerodynamics, loads, drivetrain specifications, and structure.
Lead role in turbine technical due diligence projects conducted in the U.S., Europe and Asia.
Publications
Griffin, D.A., Innovation Pathways for Supersized Blades, presented at the 2019 American Wind Energy
Association (AWEA) WINDPOWER Conference, Chicago, Illinois (2019)
Griffin, D. A., Byrne, A, and Cerezo, L., Going Big: The Economics and Challenges behind Extra-Large Rotors,
presented at the 2016 American Wind Energy Association (AWEA) WINDPOWER Conference, New Orleans,
Louisiana (2016)
Griffin, D.A., Offshore Wind Farms: Risks and Mitigation Methods, Seminar on Korea-Norway Business
Cooperation, Seoul, Korea, presentation (2012)
Griffin, D.A., Mitigating Project Risks for Offshore Wind, Offshore Wind China, Shanghai, China, presentation
(2011)
Griffin, D. A., Malkin, M.C., Lessons Learned from Recent Blade Failures: Primary Causes and Risk-Reducing
Technologies, ASME Wind Energy Symposium, Orlando, Florida (2011)

Griffin, D.A., Demonstration of an Infused Carbon-Fiber Spar in a MW-Scale Wind Turbine Blade, Society of
Materials and Manufacturing Process Engineering (SAMPE) Conference, Baltimore, Maryland, presentation
(2009)
Griffin, D. A., Alternative Materials for Megawatt-Scale Wind Turbine Blades: Coupon and Subscale Testing
of Carbon Fiber Composites, collection of the 2006 ASME Wind Energy Symposium Technical Papers
presented at the 44th AIAA Aerospace Sciences Meeting and Exhibit, Reno, Nevada (2006) and New York:
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc. (AIAA) and American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME) (2006)
McCoy, T.J.; Griffin, D. A., Active Control of Rotor Aerodynamics and Geometry: Status, Methods and
Preliminary Results, collection of the 2006 ASME Wind Energy Symposium Technical Papers presented at the
44th AIAA Aerospace Sciences Meeting and Exhibit, Reno, Nevada (2006), New York: American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc. (AIAA) (2006), and American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)
(2006)
Griffin, D.A., Challenges for Increased Carbon Fiber Usage in Wind Turbine Blades, presented by Invitation
to 17th Japan Carbon Fiber Manufacturers Association (JCMA) Composite Material Seminar, Tokyo, Japan
(2004)
Griffin, D. A.; Zuteck, M.D.; Berry, D.; Ashwill, T.D., Development of Prototype Carbon-Fiberglass Wind
Turbine Blades: Conventional and Twist-Coupled Designs, collection of the 2004 ASME Wind Energy
Symposium Technical Papers presented at the 42nd AIAA Aerospace Sciences Meeting and Exhibit, Reno,
Nevada (2004), New York: American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc. (AIAA) (2004), and
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME), pp. 1-12 (2004)
Griffin, D.A., Blade System Design Studies Volume II: Preliminary Blade Designs and Recommended Test
Matrix, SAND2004-0073, Albuquerque, NM, Sandia National Laboratories (2004)
Veers, P. S.; Ashwill, T. D.; Sutherland, H. J.; Laird, D. L.; Lobitz, D. W.; Griffin, D. A.; Mandell, J. F.; Musial,
W. D.; Jackson, K.; Zuteck, M.; Miravete, A.; Tsai, S. W.; Richmond, J. L., Trends in the Design,
Manufacture and Evaluation of Wind Turbine Blades, Wind Energy, Vol. 6 (2003), NREL Report No. JA-50035482, pp. 245-259 (2003)
Griffin, D. A, Current Research and Development Efforts for Large Wind Turbine Blades, presented at the
24th Society of Materials and Manufacturing Process Engineering (SAMPE) Europe Conference, Paris, France
(2003)
Griffin, D. A., Optimal Use of Carbon Fibers and Alternative Manufacturing Processes in Wind Turbine Blades,
presented at the 24th Society of Materials and Manufacturing Process Engineering (SAMPE) Europe
Conference, Paris, France (2003)
Griffin, D. A.; Ashwill, T.D., Alternative Composite Materials for Megawatt-Scale Wind Turbine Blades:
Design Considerations and Recommended Testing, collection of the 2003 ASME Wind Energy Symposium
Technical Papers presented at the 41st AIAA Aerospace Sciences Meeting and Exhibit, Reno, Nevada (2003),
and New York: American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc. (AIAA) (2003), and American
Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME), pp. 191-199 (2003)

Griffin, D. A., Ashwill, T.D., Alternative Composite Materials for Megawatt-Scale Wind Turbine Blades: Design
Considerations and Recommended Testing, ASME Wind Energy Symposium AIAA/ASME, pp. 191-201 (2003)
Ashwill, T.D.; Veers, P.S.; Locke, J.; Contreras, I.; Griffin, D. A.; Zuteck, M.D., Concepts for Adaptive Wind
Turbine Blades, collection of the 2002 ASME Wind Energy Symposium Technical Papers presented at the
40th AIAA Aerospace Sciences Meeting and Exhibit, Reno, Nevada (2002), and New York: American Institute
of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc. (AIAA) (2002), and American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME),
pp. 56-69 (2002)
Griffin, D. A., Alternative Materials, Manufacturing Processes, and Structural Designs for Large Wind Turbine
Blades, collection of the 2002 ASME Wind Energy Symposium Technical Papers presented at the 40th AIAA
Aerospace Sciences Meeting and Exhibit, Reno, Nevada (2002), New York: American Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics, Inc. (AIAA) (2002), and American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME), pp. 27-39
(2002)
Griffin, D.A., Blade System Design Studies Volume I: Composite Technologies for Large Wind Turbine Blades,
SAND2002-1879, Albuquerque, NM, Sandia National Laboratories (2002)
Griffin, D. A.; Zuteck, M. D., Scaling of Composite Wind Turbine Blades for Rotors of 80 to 120 Meter
Diameter, collection of the 2001 ASME Wind Energy Symposium Technical Papers Presented at the 39th
AIAA Aerospace Sciences Meeting and Exhibit, Reno, Nevada (2001), New York: American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc. (AIAA)I (2001), and American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME),
pp. 8-19 (2001), NREL Report No. 32334
Griffin, D.A., WindPACT Turbine Design Scaling Studies Technical Area 1 – Composite Blades for 80- to 120Meter Rotor, NREL/SR-500-29492. Golden, CO. National Renewable Energy Laboratory (2001)
Griffin, D.A., NREL Advanced Research Turbine (ART) Aerodynamic Design of ART-2B Rotor Blades,
NREL/SR-500-28473, Golden, Colorado, National Renewable Energy Laboratory (2000)
McCoy, T.J.; Malcolm, D.J.; Griffin, D. A., An approach to the Development of Turbine Loads in Accordance
with IEC 1400-1 and ISO 2394, collection of the 1999 ASME Wind Energy Symposium Technical Papers,
presented at the 37th AIAA Aerospace Sciences Meeting and Exhibit, Reno, Nevada (1999), New York:
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc. (AIAA) (1999), pp. 1-9 (1999)
Griffin, D. A., Investigation of Aerodynamic Braking Devices for Wind Turbine Applications, NREL Report No.
SR-440-22253, pp. 132 (1997)
Griffin, D. A., Investigation of Vortex Generators for Augmentation of Wind Turbine Power Performance,
NREL Report No. SR-440-21399, pp. 80 pp (1996)
Griffin, D. A., Performance Augmentation with Vortex Generators: Design and Testing for Stall-Regulated
AWT-26 Turbine, Windpower 1996: Proceedings of the American Wind Energy Association Conference,
Denver, Colorado, Washington D.C.: American Wind Energy Association (1996), Washington, D.C., and NREL
Report No. 22285,
Griffin, D. A., Wind Turbine Performance: Methods and Criteria for Reliability of Measured Power Curves.
Windpower 1996: Proceedings of the American Wind Energy Association Conference, Denver, Colorado
(1996) and Washington, DC: American Wind Energy Association (1996), NREL Report No. 22300, pp 251260 (1996)

Project Assignment
Mechanical Engineer, Wind Engineering Consultant
Registrations
Registered Mechanical Engineer ‐ North Dakota, Minnesota
Educational Background
1985:

Bachelor of Science, Mechanical Engineering
University of North Dakota, Grand Forks, ND

Jay Haley, PE

Work History

Partner

2000‐Present:

Mechanical Engineer/Partner, EAPC, Grand Forks, ND

1998‐2000:

Mechanical Engineer, EAPC, Grand Forks, ND

1989‐1998:

Senior Design Engineer, Energy and Environmental Research
Center, Grand Forks, ND

1985‐1989:

Director of Engineering, Ideal Aerosmith, Inc., East Grand Forks,
MN

Professional Experience
Mr. Haley has been involved in wind energy since 1983. He’s performed or
supervised the wind resource assessments and energy assessments for hundreds
of projects totaling more than 40,000 MW, of which, more than 8,000 MW are
currently in operation. He has also provided Independent Engineering reviews of
other consultant’s wind assessment reports for various potential investors on 50
projects totaling more than 5,000 MW.
He is also a certified WAsP user as well as a WindPRO training instructor, and has
conducted more than 40 training courses and trained more than 500 wind
industry personnel in the proper use of WindPRO and WAsP as it relates to wind
resource and energy assessment and site suitability.
He’s been involved in the planning, permitting, design, construction, and
operation of wind farms. He’s made hundreds of public presentations on wind
energy and has been the wind industry’s primary spokesperson in ND. Mr. Haley
has been a member of the National Wind Coordinating Committee, the North
Dakota Wind Coordinating Committee, Co‐Chair of the Energy Cluster of ND’s
New Economy Initiative, Vice‐Chairman of the ND Renewable Energy
Partnership, Founding Executive Board member of the ND SEED Coalition, a
member of U.S. Senator Dorgan’s wind conference planning committee, and is
also the founding Chairman of the Wind Energy Council, a regional trade
organization in the upper Midwest.
Mr. Haley is an appointed technical expert representing the U.S. delegation on
the International Standards Committee IEC 61400‐15 ‐ Assessment of Wind
Resource, Energy Yield and Site Suitability Input Conditions for Wind Power
Plants.

Relevant Experience – Noise and Shadow Flicker Studies – Selected Projects
2018 – Noise and Shadow Flicker Studies, Terra‐Gen, TG High Prairie Wind Farm,
LLC, 387.4MW
2018 – Noise and Shadow Flicker Studies, Project Resources Corp., Red Barn, LLC,
129.5 MW
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2018 – Shadow Flicker Study, Geronimo Energy, Blazing Star Wind Farm, 200MW
2017 – Noise Study, Project Resources Corp., Lakeswind Wind Farm, 50 MW
2017 – Shadow Flicker Study, Capital Power, Black Fork Wind Farm, 200 MW
2017 – Shadow Flicker Study, Tenaska, Inc., Nobles 2 Wind Farm, 250 MW
2017 – Noise and Shadow Flicker Studies, Invenergy, Freeborn Wind Farm,
100MW
2017 – Shadow Flicker Study, Geronimo Energy, Blazing Star II Wind Farm,
200MW
2016 – Noise Study, Project Resources Group, Rock Aetna Wind Farm, 24 MW
2016 – Shadow Flicker Study, Orion Renewable Energy Group, Jordan Creek Wind
Farm, 298 MW
2016 – Shadow Flicker Study, Geronimo Energy, Blazing Star Wind Farm, 200 MW
2016 – Shadow Flicker Study, Tenaska, Inc., Nobles 2 Wind Farm, 250 MW
2016 ‐ Noise and Shadow Flicker Studies, Orion Renewable Energy Group,
Charlie Creek Wind Farm, 271 MW
2016 – Noise and Shadow Flicker Studies, EDF Renewables, Red Pine Wind Farm,
200 MW
2016 – Shadow Flicker Study, TradeWind Energy, Cedar Run Wind Farm, 200 MW
2016 ‐ Noise and Shadow Flicker Studies, Minnesota Power, Tri‐County South
Wind Farm, 104 MW
2016 – Shadow Flicker Study, Starwood Energy Group, Trishe Wind Energy
Project, 115 MW
2016 – Noise and Shadow Flicker Studies, TradeWind Energy, Alta Farms II Wind
Farm, 200 MW
2015 – Noise and Shadow Flicker Studies, Bluestem Energy, West Liberty Wind
Farm, 4 MW

2015 – Noise and Shadow Flicker Studies, TradeWind Energy, Chisholm II
Expansion, 65 MW
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2015 – Noise and Shadow Flicker Studies, AV3 WindPower, Green Hills Wind
Farm, 60 MW
2015 – Noise and Shadow Flicker Studies, TradeWind Energy, Lindahl West Wind
Farm, 300 MW
2015 – Noise and Shadow Flicker Studies, TradeWind Energy, Limestone Bluff
Wind Farm, 356 MW
2015 – Noise and Shadow Flicker Studies, TradeWind Energy, Red Dirt Wind
Farm, 300 MW
2015 – Noise and Shadow Flicker Studies, TradeWind Energy, Hallam NE
Volkswind, 200 MW
2015 – Noise and Shadow Flicker Studies, TradeWind Energy, Blue Star Wind
Farm, 150 MW
2015 – Noise and Shadow Flicker Studies, TradeWind Energy, Wild Plains Wind
Farm, 300 MW
2015 – Noise and Shadow Flicker Studies, TradeWind Energy, Diamond Vista
Wind Farm, 300 MW
2015 – Noise and Shadow Flicker Studies, TradeWind Energy, Armadillo Flats
Wind Farm, 235 MW
2015 – Noise and Shadow Flicker Studies, TradeWind Energy, Thunder Ranch
Wind Farm, 300 MW
2015 – Noise and Shadow Flicker Studies, TradeWind Energy, Sundance Wind
Farm, 200 MW
2015 – Noise and Shadow Flicker Studies, TradeWind Energy, Cimarron Bend
Wind Farm, 200 MW
2015 – Noise and Shadow Flicker Studies, TradeWind Energy, Rock Creek Wind
Farm, 300 MW
2015 – Noise and Shadow Flicker Studies, TradeWind Energy, English Farms Wind
Farm, 170 MW
2015 – Noise and Shadow Flicker Studies, TradeWind Energy, Sunwind Doyle
Wind Farm, 200 MW

2015 – Noise and Shadow Flicker Studies, TradeWind Energy, NorthStar &
RedRock Wind Farms, 500 MW
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2015 – Noise and Shadow Flicker Studies, TradeWind Energy, Emmons‐Logan
Wind Project, 304 MW
2015 – Noise and Shadow Flicker Studies, TradeWind Energy, Butler Wind Farm,
150 MW

Relevant Experience – Expert Testimony
2016 ‐ Noise & Shadow Flicker Expert Testimony, Orion Renewable Energy
Group, Charlie Creek Wind Farm Conditional Use Permit, Billings County Planning
and Zoning Commissioner’s Permit Hearing, Medora, ND
2016 ‐ Shadow Flicker Expert Testimony, Orion Renewable Energy Group, Jordan
Creek Wind Farm Conditional Use Permit, Warren County Board of Zoning
Appeals, West Lebanon, IN
2015 ‐ Noise & Shadow Flicker Expert Testimony, Sage Law Partners, Sand
Canyon, Tehachapi, CA
2014 ‐ Noise & Shadow Flicker Expert Testimony, TradeWind Energy, Lindahl
Wind Farm Conditional Use Permit, Williams County Planning and Zoning
Commissioner’s Permit Hearing, Williston, ND
2012 – Ice Throw Risk Expert Testimony, Vorys, Sater, Seymour and Pease LLP,
Element Power, Buckeye Wind Farm Certificate of Environmental Compatibility
and Public Need, Ohio Power Siting Board Public Hearing, Columbus, OH
2011‐ Noise & Shadow Flicker Expert Testimony, enXco, Merricourt Wind Farm
Siting Application to the North Dakota Public Service Commission, Public Hearing,
Ashley, ND
2011 ‐ Shadow Flicker & Ice Throw Risk Expert Testimony, Element Power, Black
Fork Wind Farm, Certificate of Environmental Compatibility and Public Need,
Ohio Power Siting Board Public Hearing, Columbus, OH
2009 ‐ General Wind Expert Testimony, New Frontier I & II Wind Farm
Conditional Use Permit, McHenry County Commissioners Permit Hearing,
Towner, ND
2008 ‐ General Wind Expert Testimony, Peak Wind, Opposing Next Era’s
Ashtabula Wind Farm Conditional Use Permit, Barnes County Commissioner’s
Permit Hearing, Valley City, ND
2007 ‐ General Wind Expert Testimony, EcoEnergy’s New Holstein Wind Farm,
Calumet County Commissioners Permit Hearing, Chilton, WI

2005 ‐ General Wind Expert Testimony, Boone Heritage Wind Farm Conditional
Use Permit, Boone County Commissioners Permit Hearing, Belvidere, IL
Jay Haley, PE
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2004 ‐ General Wind Expert Testimony, Bureau Valley High School Conditional
Use Permit, Bureau County Commissioners Permit Hearing, Springfield, IL
2003 ‐ General Wind Expert Testimony, Acciona Conditional Use Permit, Velva
Wind Farm, McHenry County Commissioner’s Permit Hearing, Towner, ND

KNOX COUNTY WIND FARM

Pilot Hill Wind Farm, IL (Orion Development)

PRESENTATION AGENDA
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

INTRODUCTION
PROJECT OVERVIEW
THE APPLICATION
PROPERTY VALUES
WILDLIFE
SHADOW FLICKER
SOUND & HEALTH
SAFETY & OPERATIONS
CLOSING

INTRODUCTION
Michael Cressner

Director, Development
Orion Renewable Energy Group LLC

Mark Gershon
Attorney
Polsinelli PC

STATUS
• Application Filed
• Public Notice Provided
• Public Hearings

– COVID-19 and the Role of the Zoom Hearing

• Executive Order 2020-07 issued by Governor J.P. Pritzker
• Issued pursuant to the Illinois Emergency Management Agency Act
• Illinois Public Access Counselor / Attorney General

– Energy Infrastructure as Essential

• US Department of Homeland Security characterizes Energy
Infrastructure as Essential Critical Infrastructure during COVID-19
• “The U.S. energy infrastructure fuels the economy of the 21st
century. Without a stable energy supply, health and welfare are
threatened, and the U.S. economy cannot function. . . the Energy
Sector [is] uniquely critical because it provides an “enabling
function” across all critical infrastructure sectors.”
Confidential and Proprietary
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WHO WE ARE
Knox County Wind Farm LLC is a subsidiary of Orion Renewable Energy Group (Orion).
The principals of Orion have been pioneers in renewable energy in the United States and
abroad.
Over 5,000 megawatts (MW) of renewable energy projects have been developed by
Orion’s management team and are currently in commercial operation. In total, these
developments provide enough energy to power almost 1.5 million average American
homes. Another 1,400 MW are in construction.

 Developing renewable
energy projects since1998.
 Privately held.
 More than 24 wind
projects developed by
Orion are currently in
construction or operation
across 11 states.

OUR ILLINOIS EXPERIENCE
Orion has a long track record of
successfully completing projects
in Illinois.
We have been working with
Illinois communities on wind
energy projects since 2004.
Orion’s affiliate currently owns
and operates wind farms in the
region including the Camp Grove
Wind Farm in Marshall and Stark
Counties which has been in
operation since 2007.

Camp Grove Wind Farm, Stark & Marshall County, IL

THE WIND INDUSTRY
 105,000 MW of capacity and over 60,000 turbines installed in
the US as of December 2019
 5,350 MW installed in Illinois
& Marshall
Counties, IL installed in Illinois
 2,933 Stark
wind
turbines

Figure courtesy of AWEA 2019 Annual Report

WHY HERE & NOW
Stark & Marshall Counties, IL

Statewide: Electricity consumers in Illinois have demanded more and more
wind-generated electricity because of its low price and beneficial environmental
characteristics. Our goal is to be able to be operational before the end of 2021
to meet this customer demand.
Locally:

Knox County has an excellent wind resource

Economical access to the regional transmission system

Complementary land use

$30 million in landowner payments over the first 25 years will go
directly to local families and farmers, supporting their existing
operations

Over $38 million in local property taxes paid in the first 25-years of
operations, providing stable funding for the local school district and
public services

PROJECT OVERVIEW
Michael Cressner

Director, Development
Orion Renewable Energy Group LLC

PROJECT HISTORY: 2017 -2018
 First local landowner meeting in
Summer 2017.
 Opened the Galesburg project office
November 2017.
 First of multiple newspaper articles on
the project published in the RegisterMail June 2018.
 Applied for and received CUP for first
two MET towers July 2018.
Knox County Public Tour of Camp Grove
Wind Farm 10/9/2018

 Orion hosted a public tour of the Camp
Grove Wind Farm for Knox County
residents October 2018.

PROJECT HISTORY: 2019 -2020
 Initiated negotiations with the Landowner Steering
Committee for the project Wind Energy Easement
Agreement January 2019, completed July 2019.
 Applied for and received CUP for
two additional MET towers April
2019.
 Executed Interconnection
Agreement with MISO and Ameren
November 2019.
 Met with local road officials
February 2020.
 Submitted CUP application for wind
project March 2020.
 Executed AIMA with IDOA April
2020.

Orion at the 2019 Knox County Fair 4-H Auction.

THE PROJECT
LOCATION:

The project is in Ontario, Walnut Grove, Lynn, Copley, and Victoria
Townships.

SIZE:
Capacity: Up to 150 MW
Number of Acres: Over
23,000 on private land
Less than 1% used for facilities.

Number of Turbines:
Up to 60
Transmission Line: 138 kV

DESIGN CRITERIA
Applying decades of experience…
Comply with Knox County Wind Ordinance.
Landowners maintain siting consent.
Turbines at least 1/2 mile from all town boundaries.
Turbines sited at least 1/4 mile from all residences.
Minimize Shadow Flicker: No more than 30 hours of shadow
flicker per year at any residence.
Nighttime Lighting: If permitted by FAA, implement systems
to further reduce aircraft obstruction lighting.
Sound: Meet or exceed ICPB standards at all residences.

PRELIMINARY LAYOUT

PROJECT BENEFITS
The project will be a long-term partner to the Knox community.
 The project represents a $170 million investment in Knox County.
 Construction Jobs: 200+
 Long-term Jobs: Approximately 6 – 10 full time, well paid jobs for the 25+ year operational life.
 Commitment to Local Hiring: The project will hold a jobs fair for construction and operation
employment opportunities.

 Improved Roads: Roads used during construction will be resurfaced to as good or better
condition as before construction.

 Guaranteed Long Term Revenues for Landowners and Farmers: Over $30 million will be
paid in the first 25 years of operations.

 Long Term, Stable, Tax Revenues: In the first 25-years, the project will pay over $38 million in
property taxes.








Rowva & Galva School Districts: $21.8 million
Junior College: $2.8 million
Fire District: $2 million
Road District: $2.8 million
Knox County: $5.8 million
Townships: $2.8 million

THE APPLICATION
Mark Gershon
Attorney
Polsinelli PC

ZONING APPROVALS REQUESTED
• Conditional Use Permit to locate and operate the Knox
County Wind Farm
• Variances:

 A "Setback Variance” to allow two consenting adjoining
participating landowners to voluntarily waive the property
line setback
 Provides siting flexibility for consenting adjoining participating
landowners who both want to place turbines closer to their
mutual property line.
 Shall not override any other applicable setbacks.

 A “Height Variance” to increase the maximum allowable
height of towers from 500' to 600' under the Knox County
Zoning Resolution

 Reduces the overall number of turbines and allows for the use of
the most modern and efficient wind turbines.
17

THE RECORD
• Part of the Record:
– Application
• Responses to all required standards
• All studies and engineering reports
• All exhibits

– PowerPoint Presentation
– Notice of Publication and Notice
– Expert Resumes and CVs

Confidential and Proprietary 18

THE TEAM EXPERTS
• General Project Overview – Michael Cressner (Orion)

– Orion has developed over 5,000 MW of renewable energy since
1998
– Michael is a Director of Development at Orion

• Property Values – Andrew Lines (CohnReznick)

– CohnReznick has vast experience in performing Impact Studies
– Andrew Lines is a Principal with CohnReznick

• Environmental - Rebecca Schmidt (WEST)

– WEST has 25+ years of experience with wind-wildlife risk and
impact studies
– Rebecca is a biologist with WEST
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THE TEAM EXPERTS
• Shadow Flicker Analysis – Jay Haley (EAPC)

– EAPC has worked on wind farms since 1981, and provided
engineering and consulting services on more than 30,000 MW
of wind farms
– Jay is a principal at EAPC

• Sound Analysis – Ken Kaliski (RSG)

– RSG has 25 years of experience in wind projects, working on
nearly 100 projects nationwide
– Ken is a Senior Director with RSG

• Safety, Construction & Operations – Ryan McGraw (Orion)
– Ryan is a Vice President of Development at Orion

20

THE TEAM EXPERTS
• Dayton Griffin, Head of Section, Wind
Technology, DNV GL Energy USA
- DNV GL is recognized as the world’s leading
technical authority in wind power generation for
three decades.

• Request acceptance by the Knox County
Zoning Board of Appeals of all of Orion’s
presenters as experts.
21

PROPERTY VALUES
 Andrew Lines, CohnReznick

PROPERTY VALUE IMPACT STUDY:
WIND FARM PROXIMITY
Patricia L. McGarr, MAI, CRE, FRICS
Andrew R. Lines, MAI

CohnReznick LLP

Patricia L. McGarr, MAI, CRE, FRICS, CRA
Principal & National Director
Valuation Advisory Services, CohnReznick LLP
200 S. Wacker Drive, Suite 2600, Chicago, IL 60606
312-508-5802

patricia.mcgarr@cohnreznick.com

Licenses and Accreditations
•
•
•
•
•

Member of the Appraisal Institute (MAI)
Counselors of Real Estate, designated (CRE)
Fellow of Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (FRICS)
Certified Review Appraiser (CRA)
Certified General Real Estate Appraiser in the states of:
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Professional Affiliations

Alabama
California
Connecticut
District of Columbia
Illinois
Indiana
Louisiana
Colorado
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan












Nevada
New Jersey
New York
North Carolina
Pennsylvania
South Carolina
Tennessee
Texas
Virginia
Wisconsin

•
•
•
•

National Association of Realtors
International Right Of Way Association
Elkhart County Board of Realtors (MLS of Indiana)
CREW (Commercial Real Estate Women)

Appointments
•

Appointed by the Governor in 2017 to the State of Illinois
to the Department of Financial & Professional
Regulation’s Real Estate Appraisal Board
 Vice-Chairman - 2018

Andrew R. Lines, MAI
Principal
Valuation Advisory Services, CohnReznick LLP
200 S. Wacker Drive, Suite 2600, Chicago, IL 60606
312-508-5892

andrew.lines@cohnreznick.com

Professional Affiliations
Licenses and Accreditations
•
•

Member of the Appraisal Institute (MAI)
Certified General Real Estate Appraiser in the states of:
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Illinois
Indiana
Ohio
Arizona
New York
New Jersey
Maryland
Florida
Georgia
Michigan
District of Columbia

•
•

Member of the Institute of Real Estate Management
(IREM)
Member of the National Council of Real Estate Investment
Fiduciaries (NCREIF)

Education
•

Syracuse University – BFA

Impact Studies
•
•
•
•
•
•

Landfills
Waste Transfer Stations
Big Box Retail
Transmission Lines
Zoning Overlay districts
Truck Terminals

ILLINOIS WIND INDUSTRY

ILLINOIS WIND INDUSTRY OVERVIEW
(AS OF JANUARY 2020)

̶ Megawatts of Wind energy installed: 5,350 MW
̶ National Ranking Based on Capacity: 6th
̶ Number of Homes Powered by Wind: 1,268,900
̶ In 2019, wind energy provided 7.6% of all electricity production in IL
̶ Wind Industry Jobs: Over 8,000
̶ Total Wind Investment: $10.9 billion
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ILLINOIS WIND INDUSTRY OVERVIEW
(AS OF JANUARY 2020)

• Largest Wind Farm in Illinois is the Streator Cayuga Ridge South farm, in Livingston County, with 300
MW of power.
• Between 2017 and 2019, there have been seven wind farms developed with a total capacity of 1,193
MW.
Notable Wind Developments:
• Bright Stalk Wind Farm I developed by Lexington Chenoa in 2019 (205.2 MW)
• Green River Wind Farm developed by Geronimo Energy in 2019 (194.3 MW)
• HillTopper Wind Project developed by Enel Green Power in 2019 (185 MW)
• Walnut Ridge Wind Farm developed by BHE Renewables in 2018 (212 MW)
• Bishop Hill III developed by Invernergy Services, LLC in 2018 (119 MW)
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DOES PROXIMITY TO
WIND FARMS IMPACT
PROPERTY VALUES?

IMPACT STUDY - METHODOLOGY
• We have studied a number of established wind facilities across the U.S.
̶

Reviewed published studies
Interviewed market participants (real estate assessors and real estate brokers)
Prepared paired sales analyses to compares potentially impacted properties located in
“Test Areas” with unimpacted properties called “Control Areas”.
̶
̶

Test Areas:

A group of sales located adjacent to Existing Wind Farms.

Control Areas: A group of otherwise similar properties not located adjacent to
Existing Wind Farms.

• “If a legitimate detrimental condition exists, there will likely be a measurable and

consistent difference between the two sets of market data; if not, there will likely
be no significant difference between the two sets of data.”
-From the Appraisal Institute’s textbook, Real Estate Damages, page 25
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PUBLISHED WIND FARM IMPACT STUDIES
Study Title
Author
Wind turbines, amenities, and disamenities: a study
Hoen, et al.
of home value impacts in densely populated
Massachusetts
Impact of Industrial Wind Turbines on Residential
Moore, et al.
Property Assessment in Ontario
Brookings County 2015 Property Value Survey
Prevailing Winds

Date
2016

Methodology
Hedonic Regression Analysis

Location
Massachusetts

Impact Found
No Impact

2016

Multiple Regression Analysis

Ontario, Canada

No Impact

2015

No Impact

4

A Spatial Hedonic Analysis of the Effects of Wind
Energy Facilities on Surrounding Property Values in
the United States

Hoen, et al.

2013

Simple observation of increase/decrease in Brookings County, SD
value of proximate and non-proximate
properties (Ag & Res)
Spatial-process difference-in-difference
27 Counties in 9 U.S. States
hedonic models

5

The Effect of Wind Farms on Residential Property
Values in Lee County, Illinois
Wind energy facilities and residential properties: the
effect of proximity and view on sales prices
Wind Energy Study - Effect on Real Estate Values

Carter

2011

No Impact

Hoen, et al.

2011

Canning (MAI)

2010

Hinman

2010

Hedonic Regression Analysis on proximate Lee County, IL
and regional sales data
Hedonic Regression Analysis
24 existing wind facilities in the
United States
Multiple Regression Analysis, Paired Sale Chatham-Kent, Ontario (Canada)
Analysis
Hedonic Regression Analysis with
McLean County, IL
Difference-in-Difference Estimators

Hoen, et al.

2009

Hedonic Regression analysis & Repeat
Sales Models

24 existing wind facilities in the
United States

No Impact

Poletti

2007

Statistical analysis of homes in close
proximity and those not proximate

McLean & Woodford Counties, IL

No Impact

Hoen

2006

Hedonic Regression Analysis

Madison County, NY

No Impact

Goldman

2006

Qualitative interviews

Tucker County, WV

No Impact

MaRous (MAI)

2005

Matched Pair Analysis and Interviews

Bureau County, IL

No Impact

Sterzinger

2003

Linear Regression Analysis

7 U.S. States

No Impact

1

2
3

6
7
8

Wind farm proximity and property values: a pooled
hedonic regression analysis of property values in
central Illinois
The Impact of Wind Power Projects on Residential
Property Values in the United States: A Multi-Site
Hedonic Analysis
A Real Estate Study of the Proposed White Oak
Wind Energy Center, McLean & Woodford
Counties, Illinois
Impacts of windmill visibility on property values in
Madison County, New York
A Study on the Impact of Windmills on Property
Values in Tucker County, West Virginia
Market Impact Analysis

9

10

11
12
13
14

The Effect of Wind Development on Local Property
Values
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No Impact

No Impact
No Impact
No Impact
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WIND FARM IMPACT STUDIES
CohnReznick’s research has indicated there has been no quantifiable and consistent
detrimental impact measured on the Test Area properties, with regard to such market
elements as:
̶ Range of sale prices
̶ Differences in unit sale prices
̶ Time on market
̶ Overall marketability
̶ Rate of Appreciation
̶ New Development
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TEST & CONTROL PROPERTY SELECTION CRITERIA
Test Area Sales are:

̶ In a township that contained wind turbines, within close proximity and visibility of a turbine
(~1,600 to 2,600 feet)
̶ Properties that sold after the construction of the wind farm
̶ Arm’s Length transactions
̶ Not distressed sales (no foreclosures, short sales, bank-owned sales )

Control Area Sales are:
̶ In a surrounding township that did not contain wind turbines.
̶ Properties sold after the construction of the wind farm, and within approximately 18 months
before or after the Test Sale property
̶ Similar in construction, age, and size to the Test Area Sales
̶ Arm’s Length transactions
̶ Not distressed sales (no foreclosures, short sales, bank-owned sales)
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WIND FARM 1:
CAMP GROVE WIND FARM, STARK & MARSHALL COUNTIES, IL
Total Land Size: ±14,000 Acres
Date Project Announced: 2005
Date Project Completed: December 2007
Output: 150 MW AC
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WIND FARM 1:
CAMP GROVE WIND FARM, STARK & MARSHALL COUNTIES, IL
CohnReznick Paired Sale Analysis - Camp Grove Wind Farm
Potentially Impacted by
Wind Farm

Adjusted Median Price
Per SF

Control Sales (6)

No: Not adjoining wind farm

$49.04

Group 1
Test Sale (1)

Adjoining wind farm

$49.67

Difference

1.28%

Camp Grove Wind Farm - Group 1

Test Sale
Control Sales (Range)
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Home Size
(SF)
1,208
1,104 - 1,300

Land Size
(AC)
1.7
0.18 - 0.58

Yr. Built

Beds/Baths

1,957
3/1
1954 - 1962 3 / 1 - 3 / 1.5
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WIND FARM 1:
CAMP GROVE WIND FARM, STARK & MARSHALL COUNTIES, IL
CohnReznick Paired Sale Analysis - Camp Grove Wind Farm

Control Sales (7)
Group 2
Test Sale (1)
Difference

Potentially Impacted by
Solar Farm

Adjusted Median Price
Per SF

No: Not adjoining wind farm

$79.71

Adjoining wind farm

$83.43
4.67%

Camp Grove Wind Farm - Group 2

Test Sale
Control Sales (Range)

36

Home Size Land Size
(SF)
(AC)
1,624
0.5
1,448 - 1,730 0.35 - 2.85

Yr. Built

Beds/Baths

1,977
1960 1999

3/2
3 / 1.5 - 4 / 2.5
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WIND FARM 2:
LEE-DEKALB WIND ENERGY CENTER, LEE & DEKALB COUNTIES
Total Land Size: ±22,000 Acres
Date Project Announced: 2009
Date Project Completed: December 2009
Output: 217.5 MW AC
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WIND FARM 2:
LEE-DEKALB WIND ENERGY CENTER, LEE & DEKALB COUNTIES

CohnReznick Paired Sale Analysis
Lee-DeKalb Wind Energy Center
Potentially Impacted by
Solar Farm

Adjusted
Median Price
Per SF

Control Sales (5)

No: Not adjoining wind farm

$97.68

Group 1
Test Sales (2)

Adjoining wind farm

$99.41

Difference
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Lee-DeKalb Wind Farm - Group 1
Home Size (SF)

Land Size (AC)

Use

Beds/Baths

Control Sales
(Range)

1,500 - 2,069

1.25 - 5

Farm House: oneand two-stories

3/2-4/3

Test Sales

1,650 - 1,700

2.0 - 2.34

Farm House: oneand two-stories

3/2

1.77%
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WIND FARM 2:
LEE-DEKALB WIND ENERGY CENTER, LEE & DEKALB COUNTIES
CohnReznick Paired Sale Analysis
Lee-DeKalb Wind Energy Center
Potentially Impacted
by Solar Farm

Adjusted Median
Price Per SF

Control Sales (5)

No: Not adjoining wind
farm

$95.65

Group 2
Test Sale (1)

Adjoining wind farm

$97.62

Difference

Control Sales
(Range)
Test Sale
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2.06%

Lee-DeKalb Wind Farm - Group 2
Home Size (SF) Land Size (AC)
Yr. Built
Beds/Baths
1,900 - 2,214
3.0 - 5
1905 - 1920
3/2-6/2
2,100

3.0

1907

5 / 1.5
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WIND FARM 2:
LEE-DEKALB WIND ENERGY CENTER, LEE & DEKALB COUNTIES
CohnReznick Paired Sale Analysis
Lee-DeKalb Wind Energy Center
Potentially Impacted by
Solar Farm

Adjusted Median
Price Per SF

Control Sales (7)

No: Not adjoining wind
farm

$71.75

Group 3
Test Sale (1)

Adjoining wind farm

$73.66

Difference

Control Sales
(Range)
Test Sale
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2.67%
Lee-DeKalb Wind Farm - Group 3
Home Size (SF) Land Size (AC)
Yr. Built
Beds/Baths
2,200 - 3,203
2.0 - 5
1880 - 1992
4/2-6/4
2,688

3.1

1935

5 / 2.0
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WIND FARM 2:
LEE-DEKALB WIND ENERGY CENTER, LEE & DEKALB COUNTIES
CohnReznick Paired Sale Analysis
Lee-DeKalb Wind Energy Center
Potentially Impacted by
Solar Farm

Adjusted
Median Price
Per SF

Control Sales (6)

No: Not adjoining wind farm

$124.29

Group 4
Test Sale (1)

Adjoining wind farm

$124.71

Difference

Control Sales
(Range)
Test Sale
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0.34%
Lee-DeKalb Wind Farm - Group 4
Home Size (SF) Land Size (AC)
Yr. Built
Beds/Baths
1,433 - 2,050
2.0 - 5.74
1881 - 1996 3 / 1 - 5 / 2.5
1,700

2.0

Over 50
Years Old

3 / 2.0

 Test Sale 2 (Group 1 and 4) – 5830 Lee Road - sold in 6/2014
and again in 10/2019, reflecting an annual appreciation rate of
5.41% - higher than the Federal Housing Finance Agency
(FHFA) House Price Index for DeKalb County (3.645%) over the
same time period

Disclaimer: This summary of our conclusions is limited to the intended use, intended users (Orion Renewable Energy Group), and for the purpose of addressing local concerns regarding a wind facility use having a
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SUMMARY OF TESTED DATA
CohnReznick Impact Study Analysis Conclusions
Avg Linear
Feet from
Control Area Sales
% Difference
Impact Found
Turbine to
Median Price per SF
House

Wind Farm

Adjoining Test
Sale
Properties

Adjoining
Property Sale
(Test Area)
Price per SF

Camp Grove Wind Farm

Group 1 (1)

$49.67

$49.04

1.28%

2,105

No Impact

Camp Grove Wind Farm

Group 2 (1)

$88.43

$79.71

4.67%

2,650

No Impact

Lee-DeKalb Wind Energy Center

Group 1 (2)

$99.41

$97.68

1.77%

2,283

No Impact

Lee-DeKalb Wind Energy Center

Group 2 (1)

$97.62

$95.65

2.06%

1,600

No Impact

Lee-DeKalb Wind Energy Center

Group 3 (1)

$73.66

$71.75

2.67%

2,425

No Impact

Lee-DeKalb Wind Energy Center

Group 4 (1)

$124.71

$124.29

0.34%

2,225

No Impact

Average Variance in Sales Prices for Test to Control Areas
Seven Adjoining Test Sales studied and compared to 36 Control Sales

2.13%

• Based upon our examination, research, and analyses of the existing wind farm uses, the surrounding areas, and an
extensive market database, we have concluded that no consistent negative impact has occurred to adjacent property
that could be attributed to proximity to the adjacent wind farm, with regard to unit sale prices or other influential
market indicators.
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MARKET COMMENTARY
Renee Johnson, Stark County Illinois Tax Assessor:
 “Could not see a difference in home prices between current values and before wind farm was built.”
 No complaints from residents after construction
 New homes constructed in 2012 and in 2018 next to existing wind turbines
Bridget Nodurft, Chief Deputy of the Supervisor of Assessments Office in DeKalb County:
 Reported “being near the turbines did not cause harm to values.”
Wendy Ryerson, Chief County Assessment Officer in Lee County, (Mendota Hills wind farm):
 Reported “has not noticed any difference in values of homes that are near wind turbines.”
Shelly Renken, Supervisor of Assessments in Livingston County (Minonk wind farm and Streator Cayuga Ridge South):
 Reported that the potential impact on home values are always a concern of some people.
 “But there's no documentation that shows that's happening, that values have gone down or up as a result of
being near a wind farm.”
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CONCLUSION
Based upon our examination, research, and analyses of the existing wind farm uses, we have
concluded that no consistent negative impact has occurred to adjacent property values
that could be attributed to proximity to the adjacent wind farm, based on:
 Data in the Camp Ground Wind Farm
 Data in the Lee-DeKalb Energy Wind Farm
 Annual Appreciation Rate
 Published Studies on National Data (14 studies)
 Published Studies on Illinois Data (5 studies)
 Surveys of Real Estate Assessors
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WILDLIFE STUDIES
Rebecca Schmitt, Project Manager/Biologist
Rhett Good, CWB®, Senior Manager/Research Biologist
Western EcoSystems Technology, Inc. (WEST)

WEST Qualifications
• 25+ years of experience with wind-wildlife risk and impact studies
• Extensive wind-wildlife experience in Illinois for over 40 proposed
and operational wind facilities
• Expert team of biologists, ecologists, and statisticians to guide
study design, management strategies, and data analysis
• Established working relationships with Illinois Department of
Natural Resources, and U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, Rock Island
Ecological Services Field Office

Wildlife Surveys
• Pre-construction “baseline” surveys used to measure use of, and assess
risk to, migratory birds, raptors, and other animals and wildlife from
development of Project
o Per Section 1.09(4)(i) of Knox County wind energy ordinance
o Detailed wildlife impact assessment in Appendix C to Narrative filed
with CUP application
• Coordination with USFWS and IDNR to obtain feedback on survey
methodologies and discuss survey results, including data requests for
records of sensitive species and in-person meeting
• Wildlife surveys follow USFWS Land-Based Wind Energy Guidelines, as
well as Eagle Conservation Plan Guidance (ECPG)

Summary of Completed/Ongoing
Field Studies
• “Tier 2” Site Characterization Study (2018)
• Land Cover Mapping, Bat Habitat Assessment (2020)
• Eagle, Raptor Nest Surveys (2020)
• Wetlands Delineation (2020)
• Bird Activity Surveys (in progress)

Overview
• Land Use
• Site mostly used for farming and livestock (86%)
• Forested areas ~ 7%
• Other land cover types compose 1% or less of project area
• Listed Species: No federally listed species known to occur in
project area
• Eagle Nest Surveys
• No nests found in project area
• Two occupied nests located ~ 4 and 6 miles, respectively, from
the nearest proposed turbines; proposed setback helps
reduce potential impacts
• Birds and Bats: Potential to migrate through Project area;
proposed setbacks help reduce potential impacts

Proposed Wind Turbine Setbacks
• Bats: 1,000-foot setback from suitable summer habitat, to
minimize impacts to bats during summer maternity period – as
recommended by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service (USFWS)
• Eagles: Two occupied nests are located ~ 4 and 6 miles from
nearest turbine location, which exceeds the 1.6-mile setback from
eagle nests recommended in USFWS Midwest Habitat
Conservation Plan
• Streams: 500-foot setback from perennial streams within nonforested riparian zone – as recommended by IDNR
• INAI/INPC Sites: 0.5-mile setback from Walnut Creek Roanoke
Reach INAI site and 1-mile setback from Victoria State Habitat
Area – as recommended by IDNR

Management Strategies
• Continued coordination with State and Federal wildlife
agencies
o communicate results of completed studies
o discuss final project design and operating parameters
o discuss post-construction monitoring efforts
• Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy to implement additional
avoidance and minimization efforts, if needed
• Proposed wind turbine setbacks expected to avoid or
minimize impacts to sensitive species

SHADOW FLICKER
 Jay Haley, EAPC

JAY HALEY, EAPC WIND ENERGY
Mechanical Engineer & Partner with EAPC Wind Energy
Involved in wind energy since 1983
Designed more than 40,000 MW of wind farm projects
Appointed as Technical Advisor for US International
Standards Committee 61400-15
• North American Sales and Support Agent for windPRO
• Taught 100’s of people how to perform shadow flicker
analysis
• Performed more than 100 shadow flicker analyses
•
•
•
•

Knox County Wind Farm Shadow Flicker Study
The inputs for the windPRO shadow flicker calculation
include the following:

1. Turbine coordinates
2. Turbine specifications (height, rotor dia., blade width,
power curve)
3. Occupied dwelling coordinates within 1.25 miles of a
turbine
4. Monthly sunshine probabilities
5. Joint wind speed and direction frequency distribution
6. USGS digital elevation model (height contour data)

Conservative Assumptions for Shadow:

1. The shadow receptors were omni‐directional
2. No credit for blockage from trees or
buildings.
3. Assumes 100% turbine availability
Realistic Assumptions for Shadow:

1. Sun more than 3 degrees above the horizon
2. Sunshine probabilities factored in
3. Operational time and wind direction factored
in

CONCLUSION:
All dwellings located within the project area would experience
less than 30 total hours of shadow flicker in any given year.

SOUND
 Ken Kaliski, RSG

RSG has 25 years of leadership in wind turbine
acoustics at nearly 100 projects nationwide
Ken Kaliski, PE, INCE Bd. Cert.
• Senior Director at RSG
• 30 years of experience in acoustics
• Illinois Licensed Professional Engineer
• Board Certified by the Institute of Noise Control
Engineering
- Co-chair of the Wind Turbine Noise Technical
Activity Committee
- Certification Board member
• Member of the Acoustical Society of America
- Technical Committee on Noise
- ISO Technical Committee on 9613-2 Sound
Propagation Standard
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RSG is active in advancing knowledge on
wind turbine acoustics
Wind Turbine Audibility and Noise Annoyance in a National U.S. Survey: Individual Perception and Influencing Factors, J. Acoustical
Society of America, v146, 2019
Human Health Hazard – The Shirley Wind Story, 8th International Conference on Wind Turbine Noise. Lisbon, Portugal: June 2019.
Regulating and Predicting Wind Turbine Sound in the U.S., Proceedings of InterNoise 2018, Chicago, IL, 2018.
Exploring the Prediction of Wind Turbine Audibility and Sound Annoyance with A-weighted Sound Levels, Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory Webinar, February 27 ,2018.
Wind Turbine Noise Dose Response – Comparison of Recent Studies, 7th International Conference on Wind Turbine Noise, Rotterdam,
2017.
Methods for Assessing Background Sound Levels during Post-Construction Compliance Monitoring within a Community, Proceedings of
the 6th International Meeting on Wind Turbine Noise 2015.
The Massachusetts research study on wind turbine acoustics - Methods and goals, Proceedings of NoiseCon14, Fort Lauderdale, Florida,
2014.
Prevalence of complaints related to wind turbine noise in northern New England,” Proceedings of Meetings on Acoustics, Vol 19, 2013.
Winning Community Acceptance: Dispelling Myths and Promoting the Realities about Wind Power – Noise Impacts, AWEA New England
Regional Wind Energy Summit, 2012, and AWEA Community Wind Working Group webinar, 2012.
Wind Turbines and Health; A Critical Review of the Scientific Literature, McCunney, R., Mundt, K., Colby, D., Dobie, R., Kaliski, K., and
Blais, M., Journal of Occupational and Environmental Medicine 56(11) 2014.
Improving predictions of wind turbine noise using PE modeling, Proceedings of the 2011 Institute of Noise Control Engineers NOISECON
2011
Calculating Annualized Sound Levels for a Wind Farm, Proceeding of Meetings on Acoustics, Acoustical Society of America, Volume 9,
2010.
Calibration Studies and Sound Modeling, National Wind Coordinating Collaborative State of the Art in Wind Siting Seminar, Washington,
D.C., October 2009.
Propagation Modeling Parameters for Wind Power Projects, Sound & Vibration Magazine, Vol. 24 no. 12, December 2008
Propagation Modeling Parameters for Wind Turbines, Proceedings of the 2007 Institute of Noise Control Engineers NOISECON 2007.
Sound Advice: Evaluating Noise Impacts in a Changing Landscape, American Wind Energy Association Fall Symposium, November 2008.
Assessing Wind Turbines using Relative Noise Standards, Proceedings of the 2006 Institute of Noise Control Engineers InterNoise 2006.
Improving Sound Propagation Modeling for Wind Turbines, Acoustics 08, Paris 2008
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Introduction to
Acoustical Concepts

Humans are most sensitive to frequencies
between 500 Hz and 4,000 Hz.
20

•

Frequency is the rate at
which sound fluctuates in
time expressed in Hertz (Hz)
or cycles per second.

•

It is what humans perceive as
pitch or tone.

•

Range of sensitivity for the
human ear is 20 Hz to 20,000
Hz.

Human Hearing Response Curve
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There are different weighting networks to
describe sound levels.

20

Illinois IPCB noise
standards are based on
Z-weighted sound levels

10

Z
A
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-20
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16000

Weight (dB)

0

A weighting is what we
use to mimic human
hearing at low
magnitudes.

1/3 octave band center frequency (Hz)
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Sound Pressure Level
• Sound level describes the amplitude of the sound.
• Human ears are sensitive over an enormous range of pressure: 20
micropascals to 20,000,000 micropascals (at 1000 Hz).
• In acoustics, that large range is compressed using a logarithmic function
and converting pressure to a sound pressure level denoted by dB or
decibel.
20 µPa

Sound Pressure (p)
20,000,000 µPa
𝐿𝐿𝑝𝑝 = 20 × log10 (𝑝𝑝⁄𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 )

0 dB
Threshold of Audibility

Sound Pressure Level

(Lp)

120 dB
Threshold of Pain
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IPCB Equivalent Standard for Wind
Turbine Sound

Sound Levels Around You

Wind
Turbine
Sound
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Modeling is done to estimate the sound level from
wind turbines
• International Standard – ISO 9613-2
• All residences are modeled as being
downwind of all turbines
• Ground is porous but modeled as half hard
ground, which increases modeled level
• Receivers modeled at a height of 4 meters
which gives higher sound levels than near
the ground
• 2 dB added to the modeling results for
additional uncertainty
Modeling validation studies show that these
parameters produce conservatively
accurate model results for wind turbines.
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Sound Modeling Results

Illinois IPCB noise standards are a function of
frequency
Knox County relies on the IPCB noise limits
which apply to all areas in the state and to this
project.
Sound Pressure Level (dBZ)
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Daytime Limits
Nighttime Limits

70
60

In addition, the
IPCB standards
place limits on the
tonality of sound at
the receptor
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Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)
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Modeling Charts are made for each octave

The report shows charts for each
octave band that show noise
contours around all wind
turbines.
The dark black lines show the
noise limits for the particular
octave band.
This chart shows the 1,000 Hz
octave band that has a 41 dBZ
noise standard
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Sound modeling results compared to the IPCB
standards
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• All homes are modeled to meet the IPCB noise standards.
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Summary and Conclusions
• The IPCB octave band noise limits are modeled to be
met, even 100 feet away from all homes
• The models show no tonality associated with the wind
turbines or substation as defined by IPCB regulations
• Orion has indicated that if the turbine layout or
turbine model changes, the final configuration will
meet or be below the IPCB noise standards.
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SAFETY, CONSTRUCTION &
OPERATIONS
Ryan McGraw

Vice President of Development
Orion Renewable Energy Group LLC

SAFETY: PRE-CONSTRUCTION
 Coordination with local
emergency service providers
 Emergency response plan
 Specialized training, as needed

 Hotline for community
concerns
Photo courtesy of MS PowerPoint Stock Images

 Road agreement with County
& Townships

SAFETY: CONSTRUCTION
 Highly experienced and
qualified general contractor
 Ongoing coordination with
road authorities
 Limitation on hours of
construction
Pilot Hill Wind Farm, Illinois

SAFETY: OPERATION
 On-site staff, trained in
emergency response
 On-call technicians (after
hours)
 Remote operations 24/7/365
Kelly Creek Wind Farm, Illinois

 Revised emergency response
plan (including access &
contact information)

CONSTRUCTION & OPERATION
 Repair or replace damaged
drainage tile
 Reimburse landowners or tenant
farmers for any damaged crops
 No interference expected with
communication services, but any
issues will be ameliorated by the
project
Kelly Creek Wind Farm, Illinois

 Coordinate with nearby
landowners for crop dusting /
aerial application

DECOMMISSIONING
 Dismantle and remove all
improvements per AIMA and
landowner agreements
 Decommissioning plan will be filed
with the County in conjunction with
building permit applications

Photo courtesy of MS PowerPoint Stock Images

 Restore and reclaim the land with
18 months of the end of the
project’s useful life
 Post financial assurance to ensure
obligation will be met, per AIMA

CLOSING
 Mark Gershon, Polsinelli PC

CLOSING
• Standards
• Project Summary
• Conditional Use Permit & Variances
– Meets all standards for conditional use and
variances; and
– KCWF will continue to cooperate with County
Officials to ensure applicable requirements
continue to be met as the Project moves
forward.
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CONCLUSIONS BASED ON SUBMITTED
STUDIES BY EXPERTS
• Expert determination of no consistent negative impact on
property values of adjacent properties in Illinois, which conclusion
is backed up by governmental assessors, other officials, and a
University of Illinois study.
• Project is designed and will be at, or below, all IPCB noise
standards.
• Coordinated with State and Federal Wildlife Agencies and noted
experts, confirming that proposed wind turbine setbacks are
expected to avoid or minimize impacts to sensitive species.
• Project designed to meet or exceed all legal requirements.
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BENEFITS
• Significant construction jobs and well-paid long- term
jobs;
• $170 million investment in Knox County;
• Over $30 million to Knox County landowners and
farmers, helping secure the County's future; and
• Over $38 million in property taxes that support the
schools, fire services, and other entities providing
essential services to the community.
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CLOSING

KENNETH KALISKI, PE, INCE BD. CERT.
Senior Director

Ken Kaliski has 34 years of experience, having worked in all of RSG’s market areas with a focus on
engineering and advanced analytics. His technical specialty is in noise control engineering, where he works
on projects such as community noise monitoring and modeling, architectural acoustics, transportation noise,
and industrial noise control. He also works on complex modeling projects in the fields of market and energy
research. Ken is the co-holder of Patent 7,092,853 for an Environmental Noise Monitoring System.

EXPERIENCE

PROJECT EXPERIENCE

34 years

Cassadaga Wind – Project manager for a comprehensive noise impact assessment of
the Cassadaga Wind project in western New York. The project included seasonal sound

EDUCATION

monitoring at six sites, background infrasound monitoring, short- and long-term sound

BE, Engineering, Thayer
School of Engineering,
Dartmouth College (2002)

propagation modeling, construction noise modeling, and evaluations of annoyance

AB, Biological Sciences and
Environmental Studies,
Dartmouth College (1985)

potential using the Community Noise Rating and published dose-response curves.
Designed mitigation to meet project design goals, town standards, and proposed
regulatory limits. Prepared prefilled testimony and attended New York State Article 10
hearings on the project.
National Survey of Attitudes of Wind Power Project Neighbors – Project manager
for a study of the of the factors that affect audibility and annoyance from wind turbines.
This study is based on a national survey of people or live around wind power projects,
which was conducted by the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory and funded by the
U.S. Department of Energy. The result of the study was published as a peer-reviewed
paper in the Journal of the Acoustical Society of America (see publications, below).
Black Fork Wind – Conducted a noise assessment of this 100.5 MW wind project in
Richland and Crawford Counties in Ohio. Monitored background sound levels over a
two-week period for eight locations over an eight-day period. Correlated wind speed
measured at project met towers with background wind speeds and assessed the
average background sound level over all sites for use in comparing modeled wind
turbine sound levels to Ohio’s relative sound standard. Presented testimony to Ohio
Power Siting Board.
Massachusetts Research Study on Wind Turbine Acoustics – Leading a study on
wind turbine sound to help the State of Massachusetts Clean Energy Center and

Kenneth.Kaliski@rsginc.com

KENNETH KALISKI, PE, INCE BD. CERT.
Senior Director
Department of Environmental Protection improve the regulation of wind turbines in the State. The study
includes detailed data collection around five wind projects in New England, support to the Wind Turbine
Technical Advisor Committee of the MassDEP, and quantitative analysis of factors such as infrasound,
amplitude modulation, sound levels, and sound propagation modeling.
Highland Plantation Wind Farm – Managed the noise study for the Highland Plantation Wind Farm
near Bingham, Maine. The project included long-term sound monitoring at five locations around the site
and modeling the 39 turbines proposed for the project. Sound propagation modeling was done to
assess conformance with the Maine DEP standards, and mitigation was recommended in a report as
part of the permitting proceedings.
Scioto Ridge/Hardin Wind – Managed the pre-construction noise study for the 242 MW Scioto
Ridge/Hardin Wind project in Hardin and Logan Counties, Ohio. Oversaw the installation of 13 sound
monitors around the project and modeling of sound at all residences around the project from
construction, the operating wind turbines, and associated transmission line and substation. Prepared
direct testimony for the project for consideration at the Ohio Public Siting Board.
Spruce Mountain Wind, Maine – Conducted assessment of turbulence intensity and potential impacts
to amplitude modulation during permitting. During post-construction, management of continuous
24/7/365 compliance monitoring system. Developed software for processing combining 50 ms sound
monitoring data with turbine SCADA and met tower instrumentation to assess sound pressure level,
amplitude modulation, and tonal sound over 10-minute compliance periods.
Review of Wind Project on Behalf of Oakfield Township – Retained by the Oakfield Township in
Maine, reviewed the noise portion of the application of First Wind to construct a wind farm. Provided
presentations to the Township on general noise topics and, separately, on the findings of our review.
Consulted to the Wind Energy Committee on language for a proposed ordinance.
Deerfield Wind Farm, VT – Prepared a noise study for Vermont’s Section 248 filing on a 34 MW wind
power project proposed for southern Vermont. The project included background sound monitoring,
sound propagation modeling of the wind turbines and substation, and preparation of reports and
exhibits. Sound modeling included analyses of 8760 hours of meteorology. A report was prepared and
testimony was presented to the Section 248 Board
Kingdom Community Wind – Prepared a noise assessment of a 63 MW wind project in Lowell,
Vermont. The project included background sound monitoring at six locations, detailed sound modeling
to assessment annualized impacts, testimony before the Public Service Board, and post-construction
sound monitoring.
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Haac, T, Landis, M., Kaliski, K., Hoen, B., Rand, J., Firestone, J., Pohl, J., Heubner, G., Elliot, D.,
“Public acceptance of wind energy: Impact of sound levels,” Acoustical Society of American, 2018.
Kaliski, K., Lozupone, D., McPhee, P., O’Neal, R., Zimmerman, J., Wilson, K., Rowan-West, C., “The
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Acoustical Society of America, Indianapolis, 2014.
Kaliski, K., Duncan, D., McPhee, P., O’Neal, R., Zimmerman, J., Rowan West, C., “The Massachusetts
Research Study on Wind Turbine Acoustics – Methods and Goals”, AWEA, 2014.
Kaliski, K., “Wind Turbines – Noise Generation, Exposure, and Stressors,” Society of Environmental
Toxicology and Chemistry North Atlantic Chapter, 2013.
Kaliski, K., Neeraj, G. “Prevalence of complaints related to wind turbine noise in northern New England,”
21st International Congress on Acoustics, Montreal, 2013.
Kaliski, K., “Winning Community Acceptance: Dispelling Myths and Promoting the Realities about Wind
Power – Noise Impacts,” AWEA New England Regional Wind Energy Summit, 2012, and AWEA
Community Wind Working Group webinar, 2012.
Kaliski, K., “Topics in Public Acceptance, Human Impacts: Sounds and Shadow Flicker,” New England
Wind Energy Education Project Conference Wind Energy in New England: Understanding the Issues
Affecting Public Acceptance, 2011.
Kaliski, K., “Wind Turbine Noise Regulation,” (webinar) New England Wind Energy Education Project,
2010.
Kaliski, K. “Sound Advice: Evaluating Noise Impacts in a Changing Landscape,” American Wind Energy
Association Windpower 2009 Conference and Exposition 2009.
Kaliski, K. “Calibrating Sound Propagation Models for Wind Power Projects,” State of the Art in Wind
Siting Seminar, October 2009, National Wind Coordinating Collaborative.

LICENSES, CERTIFICATIONS, MEMBERSHIPS, AND AFFILIATIONS
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▪

Licensed Professional Engineer (PE), States of VT, NH, MA, IL, and MI

▪

Board Certified, Institute of Noise Control Engineering (INCE)

▪

Certification Board, INCE

▪

Co-Chair Wind Turbine Noise Technical Activity Committee (INCE)

▪

Acoustical Society of America

▪

Tau Beta Pi Engineering Society
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From: Scott Shipplett <sshipplett@comcast.net>
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2020 12:28 PM
To: David Amor <damor@co.knox.il.us>; Davidson, Pamela <pdavidson@co.knox.il.us>; David Hansen
<dhansen@co.knox.il.us>; jpepmeyer@co.knox.il.us; Brian Kerr (bkerr@co.knox.il.us)
<bkerr@co.knox.il.us>; Kerri Marshall <kmarshall@9thjudicial.org>; Kelly Cheesman
<kcheesman@9thjudicial.org>; Chad Long <clong@galesburglaw.com>; Brad Guile
<bguile@9thjudicial.org>; Dave Clague <sheriff@ci.galesburg.il.us>; wsteck@9thjudicial.org; David L.
Vancil <dvancil@9thjudicial.org>; arowe@co.knox.il.us; serickson@co.knox.il.us; clane@9thjudicial.org;
esutton@9thjudicial.org; James Standard <jstandard@9thjudicial.org>; aworby@co.knox.il.us
Subject: COVID - 19 Court Policies
In accordance with the Governor's Emergency Order, as well as the mandates of the Illinois Supreme
Court and the Chief Judge of the Ninth Judicial Circuit, we will be conducting some essential hearings via
various electronic modes (including zoom).
For this reason, I have Ordered that all Public Defenders obtain a Zoom account. The State's Attorneys
shall also have individual Zoom Accounts. Each Judge in Knox County shall also have an individual Zoom
account. The Sheriff and the Mary Davis Home have also been advised to obtain a Zoom account and to
have hardware sufficient to conduct remote hearings from their locations. All of these accounts shall be
the 'free' account with no cost to the County. Judges may request an upgraded account for longer court
proceedings (generally about
$15/month) to be billed to the County through the Judge's Administrative fund.
As you know, Zoom is done via the internet. It is therefore a requirement that all of these parties be
able to connect via their computers for remote hearings. I have been advised that Knox County
currently prohibits public defenders from using their computers at work if they use them at home. This
is unacceptable. Either the County must free up access to the internet for attorneys by providing
sufficient bandwidth, and open ports, or alternately, the County can purchase separate computers for
every attorney so that they can work from their offices and homes.
The County could also purchase a completely separate internet line for the Judges, State, and Public
Defenders which would have WIFI access throughout the building. The Knox County Bar Association has
previous indicated they would pay the cost of hardware and installation of WIFI in the building, so the
cost may be limited to the additional internet. This would eliminate any risk to the County's IT network.
Please let me know of any hardware/software incompatibility problems ASAP. Also, if you have any
additional ideas please let me know. We will begin these proceedings beginning next week on an
experimental basis. Each party shall contact me if they have any concerns or questions.
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IN THE
SUPREME COURT OF ILLINOIS
______________________________________________________________________

In re:
Illinois Courts Response to
COVID-19 Emergency

)
)
)
)
)
)

M.R. 30370

____________________________________________________________________________

Order
On March 9, 2020, Governor Pritzker declared a State of Emergency in response
to the novel coronavirus (COVID-19). On March 13, 2020, the President of the United
States declared the COVID-19 outbreak a national emergency. Pursuant to the general
administrative and supervisory authority vested in the Supreme Court under Article VI,
Section 16 of the Illinois Constitution, Illinois appellate and circuit court procedures and
orders entered in response to this ongoing threat of COVID-19 shall be consistent with
the following guidelines in order to protect the health and safety of court patrons, staff,
judges and the general public:
A. All Illinois courts shall continue to establish and periodically update, as necessary,
temporary procedures to minimize the impact of COVID-19 on the court system, while
continuing to provide access to justice. These procedures shall be consistent with each
appellate and circuit court Emergency Preparedness Continuity of Operations Plan (EPCOOP) and its operational plan for essential court functions. Each court shall
immediately provide its orders and other communications on temporary procedures to
the Supreme Court through its Administrative Office of the Illinois Courts. The Supreme
Court Communications Office will post information on the Court’s website.
B. Essential court matters and proceedings shall continue to be heard by the Illinois courts.
If feasible and subject to constitutional limitations, essential matters and proceedings
shall be heard remotely via telephone or video or other electronic means.
C. All non-essential court matters and proceedings should be continued or, where possible,
conducted remotely via telephone or video or other electronic means.
D. Subject to constitutional limitations, all courts, in any civil or criminal case, may:
1. Modify or suspend any deadlines and procedures, whether prescribed by
local rule or order, for a stated period ending no later than 30 days after
the Governor’s state of emergency declaration has been lifted.
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2. Consider as evidence sworn statements made out of court or sworn
testimony given remotely, out of court, by teleconference, videoconference,
or other means.
3. Require every participant in a proceeding to alert the court if the participant
has or knows of another participant who has been diagnosed with COVID19.
4. Take any other reasonable action to avoid exposing court proceedings to the
threat of COVID-19.
E. Until further order, the Supreme Court temporarily suspends the operation of any
Supreme Court Rules to the extent they are contrary to any provisions of this order.
F. Individuals, including judges, court staff, parties, attorneys, jurors and witnesses,
should not enter any courthouse if they:
1. Have traveled, within the last 21 days, to any country designated by the
United States Centers for Disease Control (CDC) as high-risk locations for
transmission of COVID-19;
2. Reside or have close contact with anyone who has traveled to any country
designated by the CDC as high-risk locations for transmission of COVID-19;
3. Have been directed to quarantine, isolate or self-monitor at home by any
medical provider;
4. Have been diagnosed with, or have had close contact with anyone
diagnosed with, COVID-19; or
5. Have flu-like symptoms including fever, cough or shortness of breath.
G. All courts should implement temporary reductions in courthouse staffing while
maintaining core functions and essential court operations. Temporary suspension or
relaxation of leave policies may be necessary. To the extent feasible, court staff able to
conduct work remotely should do so.
Order entered by the Court.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto
subscribed my name and affixed the seal
of said Court, this 17th day of March,
2020.
Clerk,
Supreme Court of the State of Illinois
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Guidance to Public Bodies on the Open Meetings Act and the Freedom of Information Act
during the COVID-19 Pandemic
Updated April 09, 2020

As public bodies across the State are taking action to curb the spread of COVID-19, this document
is intended to serve as guidance from the Public Access Counselor (“PAC”) based on the current
status of the law and, where applicable, the Governor’s Executive Orders issued as a result of the
COVID-19 pandemic. As the situation is rapidly evolving, the PAC will update this guidance as
necessary. If you have questions about the Open Meetings Act and/or the Freedom of Information
Act, please contact the PAC at the following number: 1-877-299-3642 or by email at
publicaccess@atg.state.il.us.

Gubernatorial Disaster Proclamations and Executive Orders
On March 9, 2020, pursuant to his authority under section 7 of the Illinois Emergency
Management Agency Act (IEMA Act),1 the Governor of Illinois “declared[d] all counties in the
State of Illinois as a disaster area” in response to the outbreak of COVID-19.2 The Governor
then issued a series of executive orders for coping with the disaster. Because of the rapid spread
of COVID-19, the Governor issued Executive Order No. 2020-10 (“Stay at Home Order”),
which among other things, provides that, subject to certain limited exceptions, beginning on
March 21, 2020, “all individuals currently living within the State of Illinois are required to stay
at home or at their place of residence * * * ” and that [a]ll businesses and operations in the State,
except Essential Businesses and Operations, *** are required to cease all activities within the
State[.]”3 The Executive Order excepts from these prohibitions “Essential Governmental
Functions,” a term which is defined to include: “all services provided by the State or any
municipal, township, county, subdivision, or agency of governmental and needed to ensure the
continuing operation of the government agencies or to provide for or support the health, safety
and welfare of the public[.]”4 The Order further provides that “[e]ach government body shall
determine its Essential Governmental functions and identify employees and/or contractors
necessary to the performance of those functions” and that “[n]othing in [the Order] shall
prohibit any individual from performing or accessing Essential Governmental Functions."5
(Emphasis Added). On April 1, 2020, the Governor issued a second Disaster Proclamation6 and

1

20 ILCS 3305/7 (West 2018).
Gubernatorial Disaster Proclamation, issued March 9, 2020, at 2.
3
Executive Order No. 2020-10, §1(2), issued March 20, 2020.
4
Executive Order No. 2020-10, §1(10), issued March 20, 2020.
5
Executive Order No. 2020-10, §1(10), issued March 20, 2020.
6
Gubernatorial Disaster Proclamation, issued April 1, 2020.
2

1
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extended the applicably of several executive orders through April 30, 2020, including the Stay at
Home Order.7

The Open Meetings Act
Of the many ways governments are responding to the COVID-19 pandemic, public bodies are
addressing the important responsibility to limit circumstances that might allow for the spread of
the COVID-19 virus while fulfilling their obligation to comply with the transparency and openness
requirements of the Open Meetings Act (“OMA”).8
Executive Order No. 2020-07, issued March 16, 2020,9 and extended on April 1, 2020, by
Executive Order No. 2020-18, suspends the Open Meetings Act provisions relating to in-person
attendance by members of a public body. Specifically, the Governor’s Order: (1) suspends the
requirement in Section 2.0110 that “members of a public body must be physically present;” and (2)
suspends the limitations in Section 7 on when remote participation is allowed.11 The Executive
Order is effective the duration of the Second Gubernatorial Disaster proclamation,12 which ends
on April 30, 2020.13

Postponing or Cancellation of Public Meetings
Public bodies may choose to postpone or cancel public meetings. Executive Order Nos. 2020-07
and 2020-18 encourage public bodies to postpone public business when possible.14 Where a
public body does not have critical issues that must be addressed because time is of the
essence, cancelling or postponing public meetings may be prudent during the COVID-19
outbreak, rather than holding meetings that could pose a risk of danger to the public. If a
public body chooses to cancel a meeting after it has already posted the notice and agenda in
accordance with the OMA's 48-hours’ notice requirement, the public body shall place the
cancellation notice on its website, at the principal office of the public body, and at the meeting
location.15

7

Executive Order No. 2020-18, Part 1, issued April 1, 2020.
5 ILCS 120/1 et seq. (West 2018).
9
Executive Order No. 2020-07, §6, issued March 16, 2020.
10
5 ILCS 120/2.01 (West 2018).
11
Executive Order No. 2020-18, Part 1, issued April 1, 2020.
12
Executive Order No. 2020-18, Part 1, issued April 1, 2020.
13
Gubernatorial Disaster Proclamation, issued April 1, 2020.
14
Executive Order No. 2020-07, §6, issued March 16, 2020; Executive Order No. 2020-18, Part 1,
issued April 1, 2020.
15
See 5 ILCS 120/2.02(a) (West 2018).
8
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PAC is often asked whether cancelling a meeting or changing a meeting date requires 10 days’
notice of the change by publication in a newspaper. The answer is no; this requirement applies
only to a change in the schedule of regular meetings,16 for example, changing the regular meeting
dates from Mondays to Thursdays. This specific notice and publication requirement does not apply
to cancelling a single meeting.

Requirement for a Physical Presence Quorum for Members of a Public Body
OMA requires that a quorum of members of the public body be physically present at the meeting
location and allows for limited circumstances in which remote access is acceptable.17 Executive
Order Nos. 2020-07 and 2020-18 suspend the in-person presence requirements and eliminate the
limitation on remote access.18 If a meeting is necessary, public bodies are encouraged to utilize
remote access as allowed by the Executive Order.

Convenient and Open Meetings
OMA requires public meetings to be “convenient and open” for members of the public.19 To that
end, OMA sets forth several transparency requirements that may pose challenges for holding
public meetings during this public health emergency. Public gatherings, and especially public
gatherings of more than ten people, can hasten the spread of COVID-19 throughout communities.
In addition, members of a public body and their staffs may become exposed to or infected with
COVID-19, which could require quarantine or isolation. With these public health concerns in
mind, public bodies are encouraged to cancel any public meetings that are not deemed essential at
this time.
Executive Order Nos. 2020-07 and 2020-18 suspend the in-person attendance requirement for
members of the public body and allow for remote participation.20 If a meeting is necessary, public
bodies are encouraged to provide video, audio, and/or telephonic access to maintain openness and
transparency to members of the public. Even if the public body decides to hold a meeting where
the members of the public body are not physically present, the public body is still required to post
notice and an agenda at the location of the public body’s principal office, the location of the
meeting, and on its website, if maintained by a full time staff member, at least 48 hours in advance
of holding the meeting.21 Meeting notices should include instructions for the public on how to
access the meeting remotely.
16

See 5 ILCS 120/2.03 (West 2018).
See 5 ILCS 120/2.01 (West 2018); see 5 ILCS 120/7 (West 2018).
18
Executive Order No. 2020-07, §6, issued March 16, 2020; Executive Order No. 2020-18, Part 1,
issued April 1, 2020.
19
See 5 ILCS 120/2.01 (West 2018).
20
Executive Order No. 2020-07, §6, issued March 16, 2020; Executive Order No. 2020-18, Part 1,
issued April 1, 2020.
21
See 5 ILCS 120/2.02(a) (West 2018).
17
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Public bodies determining whether to hold meetings at this time should exercise good judgment
and discretion and utilize the availability of remote participation to help curb the spread of COVID19. Remember, nothing in the Governor’s executive orders prohibits individuals from accessing
essential governmental functions. If a public body determines it is necessary to hold a public
meeting, consider the following actions to recognize and address the serious public health issues
involved with COVID-19:


Hold your public meeting in a larger room than normal. For example, instead of a
conference room, hold a meeting in an auditorium, a gymnasium, or other large space in
order to facilitate social distancing.



You may consider having a separate room for the public that is video or audio linked to
the room where the public body is meeting. This arrangement can promote social
distancing by utilizing large spaces while still allowing for open meetings.



You may consider recording the entire meeting, open portions as well as any closed
sessions, for persons who are unable to attend or access open meetings during this public
health crisis. Post the open session recording on your public body’s website as soon after
the meeting as is practical.



Be sure to clearly designate the location of a meeting in the notice and posting required
under OMA, as well as instructions for accessing the meeting remotely. Public bodies
are encouraged to place additional signage in the facility hosting a public meeting so the
public is aware of the specific room or space location where a meeting is being held,
especially if meetings are being held in places where staffing is minimal and there may
limited personnel to assist the public in locating a public meeting.

If public bodies are convening via electronic means, such as by conference call or by webassisted meetings, the public body should ensure that the public has a means to both observe and
comment during these meetings. This can be achieved by sharing conference call or other log-in
information in the notice of the public meeting. To help ensure all meetings are “convenient and
open” to the public to the greatest extent possible, public bodies should offer multiple ways for
the public to access a public meeting, such as offering both a telephone number and a weblink,
so that individuals who do not have internet services have an option to access the meeting.
Public bodies may consider using third party resources that provide conference call-in lines or
other virtual meeting programs to host their meetings during the COVID-19 pandemic. Public
bodies should be aware, however, that there have been recent instances of outside parties
“hijacking” video conferences by inserting inappropriate and offensive language or graphic
images onto the screen that all participants can see. If using a web-based conference call or
video-conferencing service, public bodies should exercise caution and thoroughly review all
terms and conditions of use, including any provisions related to security, data collection, and
users’ privacy.

4
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Public Comment
OMA requires public bodies to allow for public comment.22 Members of the public may be
prevented from attending public meetings because of compliance with quarantine or isolation
orders or following the general instruction to remain at home during the pandemic. Public
bodies are urged to provide remote access to members of the public and to update their websites
and social media with the goal of openness and transparency during this time. Further, public
bodies should consider taking public comment by email or written submission and reading those
public comments into the record of the public meeting. If members of the public attend meetings
in-person, social distancing is essential as outlined above. In addition, during public comment
periods, have commenters approach a microphone one at a time instead of gathering in close
proximity. If the public body convenes via electronic means, it should provide multiple
alternative means for the public to comment, such as, telephone or video-conference capabilities,
in addition to the submission of emailed or written comments noted above.

The Freedom of Information Act
While public bodies across the State are taking steps to protect their employees and the public by
reducing staff and partially or fully closing public offices, they are also attempting to comply
with the requirements of the Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”). None of the Governor’s
executive orders issued to date, the Attorney General Act,23 nor FOIA24 provides the Office of
the Illinois Attorney General or the Public Access Counselor with the authority to suspend
FOIA's statutory deadlines. Only an executive order issued pursuant to section 7 of the IEMA
Act can suspend the statutory deadlines or an act of the General Assembly can alter such
deadlines. Public bodies, therefore, should continue to comply with FOIA and respond to each
request promptly, to the extent they are able to, given the limitation on staff and resources during
the COVID-19 pandemic.

Impact on FOIA of the Gubernatorial Disaster Proclamations and Executive Orders
As explained above, the Governor’s Stay at Home Order does not prohibit activities deemed
“Essential Governmental Functions.” Further, the Stay at Home Order makes it clear that it does
not prohibit any individual from “accessing” Essential Governmental Functions. Rather, it is an

22

See 5 ILCS 120/2.06(g) (West 2018).
See 15 ILCS 205/0.01 et seq. (West 2018).
24
See 5 ILCS 140/1 et seq. (West 2018).
23
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exercise of a public body’s discretion to determine how it will provide “its Essential
Governmental Functions” in accordance with Executive Order Nos. 2020-10 and 2020-18.25
Public bodies’ responses to the COVID-19 pandemic may limit pubic bodies, to varying degrees,
from fully functioning and transacting business. At the same time, all public bodies must be
aware that the General Assembly has already determined that "[i]t is a fundamental obligation of
government to operate openly and provide public records as expediently and efficiently as
possible in compliance with [FOIA][.]"26 Therefore, while Executive Order No. 2020-10 allows
a public body to determine "its Essential Governmental Functions[,]" the Order does not
authorize public bodies to disregard FOIA or to issue blanket denials of all FOIA requests where
the General Assembly has already determined that it is the public policy of this State to provide
"full and complete information regarding the affairs of government and the official acts and
policies of those who represent them as public officials and public employees[.]”27 Therefore, in
the FOIA context, the determination of how to provide this specific essential governmental
function must necessarily include a review of the staff and resources required to respond to
FOIA requests within the statutory deadlines.

FOIA Response Time Requirements
FOIA requires each public body to promptly respond to a request for public records, either by
complying with or denying the request, within 5 business days after the public body has received
the request.28 The public body may extend the time to respond for an additional 5 business days
from the original due date, if: (1) the requested records are stored in a different location; (2) the
request requires the collection of a substantial number of specified records; (3) the request
requires an extensive search; (4) additional efforts must be made to locate the records; (5) the
records require analysis by specific personnel to determine if any exception to the disclosure
applies; (6) the response cannot be compiled within the requisite time limits without unduly
burdening the public body’s operations; and (7) the public body needs to consult with another
public body that has a substantial interest in the request.29
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic and preventative measures taken in attempt to control the
spread of the virus, various public bodies are operating with limited staff and resources. Many
public bodies have chosen to allow their employees to work remotely, while other public bodies
have partially or completely closed their offices. In addition, as more and more individuals
become ill or come into contact with someone infected with COVID-19 and are isolated or
quarantined, public employees may be unable to report to work. In such circumstances, public
bodies may assert an exception listed above, particularly if responding to the request is unduly
burdensome in the circumstances, requires review by an unavailable staff member, or requires
25
Executive Order No. 2020-10, §1(10), issued March 20, 2020; Executive Order No. 2020-18,
Part 1, issued April 1, 2020.
26
5 ILCS 140/1 (West 2018).
27
5 ILCS 140/1 (West 2018).
28
5 ILCS 140/3(d) (West 2018), as amended by Public Act 101-081, effective July 12, 2019.
29
5 ILCS 140/3(e) (West 2018), as amended by Public Act 101-081, effective July 12, 2019.
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resources to obtain records located off-site. If a public body seeks to utilize an extension, it must
notify the requester of the reasons for the delay and the date on which the public body will
respond to the request.
Given that the length of the pandemic remains unknown, it may be difficult to respond to the
request even with an extension. Both requesters and public bodies should keep in mind that
FOIA allows the public body and the requester to come to a mutually agreeable response period
to comply with a FOIA request.30 Members of the public and media are asked to keep these
considerations in mind and are strongly encouraged to work with public bodies to agree on
reasonable and appropriate response times in light of the public health concerns that we all face.
Public bodies that are unable to meet statutory deadlines due to the circumstances surrounding
COVID-19 may determine it is appropriate to set reasonable time periods beyond the statutory
deadlines within which to respond to FOIA requests during this time of crisis. Determinations
about reasonable extensions should take into consideration the extent to which public bodies
have staff members with the necessary expertise and resources available to respond to FOIA
requests given the exigent circumstances.
Please note that when the restrictions of the statewide disaster proclamations are lifted, public
bodies will be required, once again, to comply with all applicable time periods and deadlines set
out in FOIA.

30

5 ILCS 140/3(e) (West 2018), as amended by Public Act 101-081, effective July 12, 2019.
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U.S. Department of Homeland Security
Cybersecurity & Infrastructure Security Agency
Office of the Director

Washington, DC 20528

April 17, 2020
ADVISORY MEMORANDUM ON IDENTIFICATION OF ESSENTIAL CRITICAL
INFRASTRUCTURE WORKERS DURING COVID-19 RESPONSE
FROM:

Christopher C. Krebs
Director
Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA)

As the Nation comes together to slow the spread of COVID-19, on March 16th the
President issued updated Coronavirus Guidance for America that highlighted the
importance of the critical infrastructure workforce.
The Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) executes the Secretary of
Homeland Security’s authorities to secure critical infrastructure. Consistent with these
authorities, CISA has developed, in collaboration with other federal agencies, State and
local governments, and the private sector, an “Essential Critical Infrastructure Workforce”
advisory list. This list is intended to help State, local, tribal and territorial officials as they work to
protect their communities, while ensuring continuity of functions critical to public health
and safety, as well as economic and national security. Decisions informed by this list
should also take into consideration additional public health considerations based on the
specific COVID-19-related concerns of particular jurisdictions.
This list is advisory in nature. It is not, nor should it be considered, a federal directive
or standard. Additionally, this advisory list is not intended to be the exclusive list of
critical infrastructure sectors, workers, and functions that should continue during
the COVID-19 response across all jurisdictions. Individual jurisdictions should add
or subtract essential workforce categories based on their own requirements and
discretion.
The advisory list identifies workers who conduct a range of operations and services that are
typically essential to continued critical infrastructure viability, including staffing
operations centers, maintaining and repairing critical infrastructure, operating call centers,
working construction, and performing operational functions, among others. It also
includes workers who support crucial supply chains and enable functions for critical
infrastructure. The industries they support represent, but are not limited to, medical and
healthcare, telecommunications, information technology systems, defense, food and
agriculture, transportation and logistics, energy, water and wastewater, law enforcement,
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and public works.
State, local, tribal, and territorial governments are responsible for implementing and
executing response activities, including decisions about access and reentry, in their
communities, while the Federal Government is in a supporting role. Officials should use
their own judgment in issuing implementation directives and guidance. Similarly, while
adhering to relevant public health guidance, critical infrastructure owners and operators
are expected to use their own judgement on issues of the prioritization of business
processes and workforce allocation to best ensure continuity of the essential goods and
services they support. All decisions should appropriately balance public safety, the health
and safety of the workforce, and the continued delivery of essential critical infrastructure
services and functions. While this advisory list is meant to help public officials and
employers identify essential work functions, it allows for the reality that some workers
engaged in activity determined to be essential may be unable to perform those functions
because of health-related concerns.
CISA will continue to work with our partners in the critical infrastructure community to
update this advisory list if necessary as the Nation’s response to COVID-19 evolves.
Should you have questions about this list, please contact CISA at CISA.CAT@cisa.dhs.gov.
Attachment: “Guidance on the Essential Critical Infrastructure Workforce: Ensuring Community
and National Resilience in COVID-19 Response Version 3.0”
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Guidance on the Essential Critical Infrastructure
Workforce: Ensuring Community and National Resilience
in COVID-19 Response
Version 3.0 (April 17, 2020)

THE IMPORTANCE OF ESSENTIAL CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE WORKERS
Functioning critical infrastructure is imperative during the response to the COVID-19 emergency for both public health
and safety as well as community well-being. Certain critical infrastructure industries have a special responsibility in
these times to continue operations.
This advisory guidance and accompanying list are intended to support state, local, tribal, territorial and industry
partners in identifying the critical infrastructure sectors and the essential workers needed to maintain the services and
functions Americans depend on daily and that need to be able to operate resiliently during the COVID-19 pandemic
response.
This document gives advisory guidance on defining essential critical infrastructure workers. Promoting the ability of
such workers to continue to work during periods of community restriction, access management, social distancing, or
closure orders/directives is crucial to community resilience and continuity of essential functions. The term “workers”
as used in this guidance is intended to apply to both employees and contractors performing the described functions.
CISA will continually solicit and accept feedback on the list and will evolve the list in response to stakeholder feedback.
We will also use our various stakeholder engagement mechanisms to work with partners on how they are using this list
and share those lessons learned and best practices broadly. Feedback can be sent to CISA.CAT@CISA.DHS.GOV.

CONSIDERATIONS FOR GOVERNMENT AND BUSINESS
This list was developed in consultation with federal agency partners, industry experts, and State and local officials, and
is based on several key principles:
1.

Response efforts to the COVID-19 pandemic are locally executed, state managed, and federally supported.

2.

Everyone should follow guidance from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), as well as state
and local government officials, regarding strategies to limit disease spread.

3.

Employers must comply with applicable Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) requirements
for protecting critical infrastructure workers who remain on or return to the job during the COVID-19
pandemic. As the nation relies on these workers to protect public health, safety, and community well-being,
they must be protected from exposure to and infection with the virus so that they can continue to carry out

CONNECT WITH US
www.cisa.gov

Linkedin.com/company/cybersecurity
-and-infrastructure-security-agency

For more information,
email CISA.CAT@cisa.dhs.gov

@CISAgov | @cyber | @uscert_gov
Facebook.com/CISA
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their responsibilities. OSHA has guidance and enforcement information for workplaces at
www.osha.gov/coronavirus.
4.

Businesses and government agencies may continue to implement organization-specific measures, which
protect the workforce while meeting mission needs.

5.

Workers should be encouraged to work remotely when possible and focus on core business activities. Inperson, non-mandatory activities should be delayed until the resumption of normal operations.

6.

When continuous remote work is not possible, businesses should enlist strategies to reduce the likelihood of
spreading the disease. This includes, but is not limited to, physically separating staff, staggering work shift
hours or days, and other social distancing measures. While the CDC recommends that everyone wear a cloth
face cover to contain respiratory droplets when around others, critical infrastructure employers must consider
how best to implement this public health recommendation for source control in the workplace. For example,
employers may provide disposable facemasks (e.g., surgical masks) instead of cloth face coverings when
workers would need to wear masks for extended periods of time (e.g., the duration of a work shift) or while
performing tasks in which the face covering could become contaminated.

7.

Consider the impact of workplace sick leave policies that may contribute to an employee decision to delay
reporting medical symptoms. Sick employees should not return to the workplace until they meet the criteria to
stop home isolation.

8.

Critical infrastructure has an obligation to limit to the extent possible the reintegration of in-person workers
who have experienced an exposure to COVID-19 but remain asymptomatic in ways that best protect the health
of the worker, their co-workers, and the general public. An analysis of core job tasks and workforce availability
at worksites can allow the employer to match core activities to other equally skilled and available in-person
workers who have not experienced an exposure. CDC guidance on safety practices for critical infrastructure
workers is maintained at https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/criticalworkers/implementing-safety-practices.html

9.

All organizations should implement their business continuity and pandemic plans or put plans in place if they
do not exist. Delaying implementation is not advised and puts at risk the viability of the business and the
health and safety of the workers.

10. Reliance on technology and just-in-time supply chains means that certain workers must be able to access
certain sites, facilities, and assets to ensure continuity of functions. The vast majority of our economy relies on
technology and therefore information technology (IT) and operational technology (OT) workers for critical
infrastructure operations are essential. This includes workers in many roles, including workers focusing on
management systems, control systems, and Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems, and
data centers; cybersecurity engineering; and cybersecurity risk management.
11. Government workers, such as emergency managers, and the business community need to establish and
maintain lines of communication.
12. Essential critical infrastructure workers need continued and unimpeded access to sites, facilities, and
equipment within quarantine zones, containment areas, or other areas where access or movement is limited
to perform functions for community relief and stability; for public safety, security and health; for maintaining
essential supply chains and preserving local, regional, and national economic well-being.
13. Essential critical infrastructure workers need sustained access to designated quarantine, containment, or
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restricted areas; and should be exempted from curfews, shelter-in-place orders, and transportation
restrictions or restrictions on movement.
14. Whenever possible, local governments should consider adopting specific state guidance on essential workers
to reduce potential complications of workers crossing jurisdictional boundaries. When this is not possible,
local jurisdictions should consider aligning access and movement control policies with neighboring
jurisdictions to reduce the burden of cross-jurisdictional movement of essential critical infrastructure workers.

IDENTIFYING ESSENTIAL CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE WORKERS
The following list of identified essential critical infrastructure workers is intended to be overly inclusive reflecting the
diversity of industries across the United States.

HEALTHCARE / PUBLIC HEALTH
•
•

•

Workers, including laboratory personnel, that perform critical clinical, biomedical and other research,
development, and testing needed for COVID-19 or other diseases.
Healthcare providers including, but not limited to, physicians; dentists; psychologists; mid-level
practitioners; nurses; assistants and aids; infection control and quality assurance personnel;
pharmacists; physical, respiratory, speech and occupational therapists and assistants; social workers;
optometrists; speech pathologists; chiropractors; diagnostic and therapeutic technicians; and radiology
technologists.
Workers required for effective clinical, command, infrastructure, support service, administrative, security,
and intelligence operations across the direct patient care and full healthcare and public health spectrum.
Personnel examples may include, but are not limited, to accounting, administrative, admitting and
discharge, engineering, accrediting, certification, licensing, credentialing, epidemiological, source plasma
and blood donation, food service, environmental services, housekeeping, medical records, information
technology and operational technology, nutritionists, sanitarians, respiratory therapists, etc.
o Emergency medical services workers.
o Prehospital workers included but not limited to urgent care workers.
o Inpatient & hospital workers (e.g. hospitals, critical access hospitals, long-term acute care
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hospitals, long-term care facilities, inpatient hospice, ambulatory surgical centers, etc.).
Outpatient care workers (e.g. end-stage-renal disease, Federally Qualified Health Centers, Rural
Health Clinics, community mental health clinics, organ transplant/procurement centers, and
other ambulatory care settings/providers, comprehensive outpatient rehabilitation facilities, etc.).
o Home care workers (e.g. home health care, at-home hospice, home dialysis, home infusion, etc.).
o Workers at Long-term care facilities, residential and community-based providers (e.g. Programs
of All-Inclusive Care for the Elderly (PACE), Intermediate Care Facilities for Individuals with
Intellectual Disabilities, Psychiatric Residential Treatment Facilities, Religious Nonmedical Health
Care Institutions, etc.).
o Workplace safety workers (i.e., workers who anticipate, recognize, evaluate, and control
workplace conditions that may cause workers' illness or injury).
Workers needed to support transportation to and from healthcare facility and provider appointments.
Workers needed to provide laundry services, food services, reprocessing of medical equipment, and
waste management.
Workers that manage health plans, billing, and health information and who cannot work remotely.
Workers performing cybersecurity functions at healthcare and public health facilities and who cannot
work remotely.
Workers performing security, incident management, and emergency operations functions at or on behalf
of healthcare entities including healthcare coalitions, who cannot practically work remotely.
Childcare, eldercare, and other service providers for essential healthcare personnel.
Vendors and suppliers (e.g. imaging, pharmacy, oxygen services, durable medical equipment, etc.).
Workers at manufacturers (including biotechnology companies and those companies that have shifted
production to medical supplies), materials and parts suppliers, technicians, logistics and warehouse
operators, printers, packagers, distributors of medical products and equipment (including third party
logistics providers, and those who test and repair), personal protective equipment (PPE), isolation
barriers, medical gases, pharmaceuticals (including materials used in radioactive drugs), dietary
supplements, blood and blood products, vaccines, testing materials, laboratory supplies, cleaning,
sanitizing, disinfecting or sterilization supplies (including dispensers), sanitary goods, personal care
products, pest control products, and tissue and paper towel products.
Donors of blood, bone marrow, blood stem cell, or plasma, and the workers of the organizations that
operate and manage related activities.
Pharmacy staff, including workers necessary to maintain uninterrupted prescription, and other workers
for pharmacy operations.
Workers in retail facilities specializing in medical good and supplies.
Public health and environmental health workers, such as:
o Workers specializing in environmental health that focus on implementing environmental controls,
sanitary and infection control interventions, healthcare facility safety and emergency
preparedness planning, engineered work practices, and developing guidance and protocols for
appropriate PPE to prevent COVID-19 disease transmission.
o Public health/ community health workers (including call center workers) who conduct communitybased public health functions, conducting epidemiologic surveillance and compiling, analyzing,
and communicating public health information, who cannot work remotely.
Human services providers, especially for at risk populations such as:
o Home delivered meal providers for older adults, people with disabilities, and others with chronic
o

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
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health conditions.
Home-maker services for frail, homebound, older adults.
Personal assistance services providers to support activities of daily living for older adults, people
with disabilities, and others with chronic health conditions who live independently in the
community with supports and services.
o Home health providers who deliver health care services for older adults, people with disabilities,
and others with chronic health conditions who live independently in the community with supports
and services.
Government entities, and contractors that work in support of local, state, and federal public health and
medical mission sets, including but not limited to supporting access to healthcare and associated
payment functions, conducting public health functions, providing medical care, supporting emergency
management, or other services necessary for supporting the COVID-19 response.
Mortuary service providers, such as:
o Workers performing mortuary funeral, cremation, burial, cemetery, and related services,
including funeral homes, crematoriums, cemetery workers, and coffin makers.
o Workers who coordinate with other organizations to ensure the proper recovery, handling,
identification, transportation, tracking, storage, and disposal of human remains and personal
effects; certify cause of death; and facilitate access to mental and behavioral health services to
the family members, responders, and survivors of an incident.
o
o

•

•

LAW ENFORCEMENT, PUBLIC SAFETY, AND OTHER FIRST RESPONDERS
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Public, private, and voluntary personnel (front-line and management, civilian and sworn) in emergency
management, law enforcement, fire and rescue services, emergency medical services (EMS), and
security, public and private hazardous material responders, air medical service providers (pilots and
supporting technicians), corrections, and search and rescue personnel.
Personnel involved in provisioning of access to emergency services, including the provisioning of real-time
text, text-to-911, and dialing 911 via relay.
Personnel that are involved in the emergency alert system (EAS) ((broadcasters, satellite radio and
television, cable, and wireline video) and wireless emergency alerts (WEA).
Workers at Independent System Operators and Regional Transmission Organizations, and Network
Operations staff, engineers and technicians to manage the network or operate facilities.
Workers at emergency communication center, public safety answering points, public safety
communications centers, emergency operation centers, and 911 call centers.
Fusion Center workers.
Workers, including contracted vendors, who maintain, manufacture, or supply equipment and services
supporting law enforcement, fire, EMS, and response operations (to include electronic security and life
safety security personnel).
Workers and contracted vendors who maintain and provide services and supplies to public safety
facilities, including emergency communication center, public safety answering points, public safety
communications centers, emergency operation centers, fire and emergency medical services stations,
police and law enforcement stations and facilities.
Workers supporting the manufacturing, distribution, and maintenance of necessary safety equipment and
uniforms for law enforcement and all public safety personnel.
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•
•
•
•

Workers supporting the operation of firearm, or ammunition product manufacturers, retailers, importers,
distributors, and shooting ranges.
Public agency workers responding to abuse and neglect of children, spouses, elders, and dependent
adults.
Workers who support weather disaster and natural hazard mitigation and prevention activities.
Security staff to maintain building access control and physical security measures.

FOOD AND AGRICULTURE
•

•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Workers supporting groceries, pharmacies, convenience stores, and other retail (including unattended
and vending) that sells human food, animal and pet food and pet supply, and beverage products,
including retail customer support service and information technology support staff necessary for online
orders, pickup, and delivery.
Restaurant carry-out and quick serve food operations, including dark kitchen and food prep centers,
carry-out, and delivery food workers.
Food manufacturer workers and their supplier workers including those employed at food ingredient
production and processing facilities; aquaculture and seafood harvesting facilities; livestock, poultry,
seafood slaughter facilities; pet and animal feed processing facilities; human food facilities producing byproducts for animal food; beverage production facilities; and the production of food packaging.
Farmers, farm and ranch workers, and agribusiness support services to include those employed in
auction and sales; grain and oilseed handling, storage, processing, and distribution; animal food, feed,
and ingredient production, packaging, and distribution; manufacturing, packaging, and distribution of
veterinary drugs; and truck delivery and transport.
Farmers, farm and ranch workers, and support service and supplier workers producing food supply
domestically and for export, to include those engaged in raising, cultivating, harvesting, packing, storing,
or delivering to storage or to market or to a carrier for transportation to market any agricultural or
horticultural commodity for human consumption; agricultural inspection; fuel ethanol facilities; biodiesel
and renewable diesel facilities; storage facilities; and other agricultural inputs.
Workers and firms supporting the distribution of food, feed, and beverage and ingredients used in these
products, including warehouse workers, vendor-managed inventory controllers, and blockchain managers.
Workers supporting the sanitation and pest control of all food manufacturing processes and operations
from wholesale to retail.
Workers supporting the growth and distribution of plants and associated products for home gardens.
Workers in cafeterias used to feed workers, particularly worker populations sheltered against COVID-19.
Workers in animal diagnostic and food testing laboratories.
Government, private, and non-governmental organizations’ workers essential for food assistance
programs (including school lunch programs) and government payments.
Workers of companies engaged in the production, storage, transport, and distribution of chemicals,
medicines, vaccines, and other substances used by the food and agriculture industry, including seeds,
pesticides, herbicides, fertilizers, minerals, enrichments, and other agricultural production aids.
Animal agriculture workers to include those employed in veterinary health (including those involved in
supporting emergency veterinary or livestock services); raising, caring for and management of animals for
food; animal production operations; livestock markets; slaughter and packing plants, manufacturers,
renderers, and associated regulatory and government workforce.
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•

•

•

Transportation supporting animal agricultural industries, including movement of animal medical and
reproductive supplies and materials, animal vaccines, animal drugs, feed ingredients, feed and bedding,
live animals, animal by-products, and deceased animals for disposal.
Workers who support sawmills and the manufacture and distribution of fiber and forest products,
including, but not limited to timber, paper, and other wood and fiber products, as well as manufacture
and distribution of products using agricultural commodities.
Workers engaged in the manufacture and maintenance of equipment and other infrastructure necessary
for agricultural production and distribution.

ENERGY
•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

Workers supporting the energy sector, regardless of the energy source (including, but not limited to,
nuclear, fossil, hydroelectric, or renewable), segment of the system, or infrastructure the worker is
involved in, who are needed to construct, manufacture, repair, transport, permit, monitor, operate
engineer, and maintain the reliability, safety, security, environmental health, and physical and cyber
security of the energy system, including those who support construction, manufacturing, transportation,
permitting, and logistics.
Workers and contractors supporting energy facilities that provide steam, hot water or chilled water from
central power plants to connected customers.
Workers conducting energy/commodity trading/scheduling/marketing functions who can't perform their
duties remotely.
Workers supporting the energy sector through renewable energy infrastructure (including, but not limited
to, wind, solar, biomass, hydrogen, ocean, geothermal, and hydroelectric) and microgrids, including those
supporting construction, manufacturing, transportation, permitting, operation and maintenance,
monitoring, and logistics.
Workers and security staff involved in nuclear re-fueling operations.
Workers providing services related to energy sector fuels (including, but not limited to, petroleum (crude
oil), natural gas, propane, liquefied natural gas (LNG), compressed natural gas (CNG), natural gas liquids
(NGL), other liquid fuels, nuclear, and coal) and supporting the mining, processing, manufacturing,
construction, logistics, transportation, permitting, operation, maintenance, security, waste disposal,
storage, and monitoring of support for resources.
Workers providing environmental remediation and monitoring, limited to immediate critical needs
technicians.
Workers involved in the manufacturing and distribution of equipment, supplies, and parts necessary to
maintain production, maintenance, restoration, and service at energy sector facilities across all energy
sector segments.

Electricity Industry
•

•

Workers who maintain, ensure, restore, or who are involved in the development, transportation, fuel
procurement, expansion, or operation of, the generation, transmission, and distribution of electric power,
including call centers, utility workers, engineers, retail electricity, construction, maintenance, utility
telecommunications, relaying, and fleet maintenance technicians who cannot perform their duties
remotely.
Workers at coal mines, production facilities, and those involved in manufacturing, transportation,
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•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

permitting, operation, maintenance, and monitoring at coal sites.
Workers who produce, process, ship, and handle coal used for power generation and manufacturing.
Workers in the electricity industry including but not limited to those supporting safety, construction,
manufacturing, transportation, permitting, operation/maintenance, engineering, physical and cyber
security, monitoring, and logistics
Workers needed for safe and secure operations at nuclear generation including, but not limited to, those
critical to the broader nuclear supply chain, the manufacture and delivery of parts needed to maintain
nuclear equipment, the operations of fuel manufacturers, and the production and processing of fuel
components used in the manufacturing of fuel.
Workers at fossil fuel (including but not limited to natural gas, refined, distillate, and/or coal), nuclear,
and renewable energy infrastructure (including, but not limited to wind, solar, biomass, hydrogen,
geothermal, and hydroelectric), and microgrids, including those supporting safety, construction,
manufacturing, transportation, permitting, operation, maintenance, monitoring, and logistics.
Workers at generation, transmission, and electric black start facilities.
Workers at Reliability Coordinator, Balancing Authority, local distribution control centers, and primary and
backup Control Centers, including, but not limited to, independent system operators, regional
transmission organizations, and local distribution control centers.
Workers that are mutual assistance/aid personnel, which may include workers from outside of the state
or local jurisdiction.
Vegetation management and traffic control for supporting those crews.
Instrumentation, protection, and control technicians.
Essential support personnel for electricity operations.
Generator set support workers, such as diesel engineers used in power generation, including those
providing fuel.

Petroleum Industry
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Workers who support onshore and offshore petroleum drilling operations; platform and drilling
construction and maintenance; transportation (including helicopter operations), maritime transportation,
supply, and dredging operations; maritime navigation; well stimulation, intervention, monitoring,
automation and control, extraction, production; processing; waste disposal, and maintenance,
construction, and operations.
Workers in the petroleum industry including but not limited to those supporting safety, construction,
manufacturing, transportation, permitting, operation/maintenance, engineering, physical and cyber
security, monitoring, and logistics.
Workers for crude oil, petroleum, and petroleum product storage and transportation, including pipeline,
marine transport, terminals, rail transport, storage facilities, racks, and road transport for use as end- use
fuels such as gasoline, diesel fuel, jet fuel, and heating fuels or feedstocks for chemical manufacturing.
Petroleum and petroleum product security operations center workers and workers who support
maintenance and emergency response services.
Petroleum and petroleum product operations control rooms, centers, and refinery facilities.
Retail fuel centers such as gas stations and truck stops, and the distribution systems that support them.
Supporting new and existing construction projects, including, but not limited to, pipeline construction.
Manufacturing and distribution of equipment, supplies, and parts necessary for production, maintenance,
restoration, and service of petroleum and petroleum product operations and use, including end-users.
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•

Transmission and distribution pipeline workers, including but not limited to pump stations and any other
required, operations maintenance, construction, and support for petroleum products.

Natural Gas, Natural Gas Liquids (NGL), Propane, and Other Liquid Fuels
•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Workers who support onshore and offshore drilling operations, platform and drilling construction and
maintenance; transportation (including helicopter operations); maritime transportation, supply, and
dredging operations; maritime navigation; natural gas and natural gas liquid production, processing,
extraction, storage and transportation; well intervention, monitoring, automation and control; waste
disposal, and maintenance, construction, and operations.
Workers in the natural gas, NGL, propane, and other liquid fuels industries including but not limited to
those supporting safety, construction, manufacturing, transportation, permitting, operation/maintenance,
engineering, physical and cyber security, monitoring, and logistics.
Transmission and distribution pipeline workers, including compressor stations and any other required
operations maintenance, construction, and support for natural gas, natural gas liquid, propane, and other
liquid fuels.
Workers at Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) and Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) facilities.
Workers at natural gas, propane, natural gas liquids, liquified natural gas, liquid fuel storage facilities,
underground facilities, and processing plants and other related facilities, including construction,
maintenance, and support operations personnel.
Natural gas processing plants workers and those who deal with natural gas liquids.
Workers who staff natural gas, propane, natural gas liquids, and other liquid fuel security operations
centers, operations dispatch and control rooms and centers, and emergency response and customer
emergencies (including leak calls) operations.
Workers supporting drilling, production, processing, refining, and transporting natural gas, propane,
natural gas liquids, and other liquid fuels for use as end-use fuels, feedstocks for chemical
manufacturing, or use in electricity generation.
Workers supporting propane gas service maintenance and restoration, including call centers.
Workers supporting propane, natural gas liquids, and other liquid fuel distribution centers.
Workers supporting propane gas storage, transmission, and distribution centers.
Workers supporting new and existing construction projects, including, but not limited to, pipeline
construction.
Workers supporting ethanol and biofuel production, refining, and distribution.
Workers in fuel sectors (including, but not limited to nuclear, coal, and gas types and liquid fuels)
supporting the mining, manufacturing, logistics, transportation, permitting, operation, maintenance, and
monitoring of support for resources.
Workers ensuring, monitoring, and engaging in the physical security of assets and locations associated
with natural gas, propane, natural gas liquids, and other liquid fuels.
Workers involved in the manufacturing and distribution of equipment, supplies, and parts necessary to
maintain production, maintenance, restoration, and service of natural gas, propane, natural gas liquids,
and other liquid fuels operations and use, including end-users.

WATER AND WASTEWATER
Workers needed to operate and maintain drinking water and wastewater and drainage infrastructure, including:
• Operational staff at water authorities.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Operational staff at community water systems.
Operational staff at wastewater treatment facilities.
Workers repairing water and wastewater conveyances and performing required sampling or monitoring,
including field staff.
Operational staff for water distribution and testing.
Operational staff at wastewater collection facilities.
Operational staff and technical support for SCADA Control systems.
Chemical equipment and personal protection suppliers to water and wastewater system.
Workers who maintain digital systems infrastructure supporting water and wastewater operations.

TRANSPORTATION AND LOGISTICS
•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•

Workers supporting or enabling transportation and logistics functions, including truck drivers, bus drivers,
dispatchers, maintenance and repair technicians, warehouse workers, truck stop and rest area workers,
driver training and education centers, Department of Motor Vehicle (DMV) workers, enrollment agents for
federal transportation worker vetting programs, towing and recovery services, roadside assistance
workers, intermodal transportation personnel, and workers that construct, maintain, rehabilitate, and
inspect infrastructure, including those that require cross-jurisdiction travel.).
Workers supporting the distribution of food, fuels, pharmaceuticals and medical material (including
materials used in radioactive drugs), and chemicals needed for water or water treatment and energy
maintenance.
Workers supporting operation of essential highway infrastructure, including roads, bridges, and tunnels
(e.g., traffic operations centers and moveable bridge operators).
Workers of firms providing services, supplies, and equipment that enable warehouse and operations,
including cooling, storing, packaging, and distributing products for wholesale or retail sale or use,
including cold- and frozen-chain logistics for food and critical biologic products.
Mass transit workers providing critical transit services and performing critical or routine maintenance to
mass transit infrastructure or equipment.
Workers supporting personal and commercial transportation services including taxis, delivery services,
vehicle rental services, bicycle maintenance and car-sharing services, and transportation network
providers.
Workers, including police, responsible for operating and dispatching passenger, commuter, and freight
trains and maintaining rail infrastructure and equipment.
Maritime transportation workers, including port authority and commercial facility personnel, dredgers,
port workers, security personnel, mariners, ship crewmembers, ship pilots, tugboat operators, equipment
operators (to include maintenance and repair, and maritime-specific medical providers), ship supply
workers, chandlers, and repair company workers. Refer to the United States Coast Guard’s Marine Safety
Information Bulletin “Maintaining Maritime Commerce and Identification of Essential Maritime Critical
Infrastructure Workers” for more information.
Workers, including truck drivers, railroad employees, maintenance crews, and cleaners, supporting
transportation of chemicals, hazardous, medical, and waste materials that support critical infrastructure,
capabilities, functions, and services, including specialized carriers, crane and rigging industry workers.
Bus drivers and workers who provide or support intercity, commuter, and charter bus service in support of
other essential services or functions.
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•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•

•

Automotive repair, maintenance, and transportation equipment manufacturing and distribution facilities
(including those who repair and maintain electric vehicle charging stations).
Transportation safety inspectors, including hazardous material inspectors and accident investigator
inspectors.
Manufacturers and distributors (to include service centers and related operations) of lighting and
communication systems, specialized signage and structural systems, emergency response equipment
and support materials, printers, printed materials, packaging materials, pallets, crates, containers, and
other supplies needed to support manufacturing, packaging staging and distribution operations, and
other critical infrastructure needs.
Postal Service, parcel, courier, last-mile delivery, and shipping and related workers, to include private
companies, who accept, process, transport, and deliver information and goods.
Workers who supply equipment and materials for maintenance of transportation equipment.
Workers who repair and maintain vehicles, aircraft, rail equipment, marine vessels, bicycles, and the
equipment and infrastructure that enables operations that encompass movement of cargo and
passengers.
Workers who support air transportation for cargo and passengers, including operation distribution,
maintenance, and sanitation. This includes air traffic controllers, flight dispatchers, maintenance
personnel, ramp workers, fueling agents, flight crews, airport safety inspectors and engineers, airport
operations personnel, aviation and aerospace safety workers, security, commercial space personnel,
operations personnel, accident investigators, flight instructors, and other on- and off-airport facilities
workers.
Workers supporting transportation via inland waterways, such as barge crew, dredging crew, and river
port workers for essential goods.
Workers critical to the manufacturing, distribution, sales, rental, leasing, repair, and maintenance of
vehicles and other transportation equipment (including electric vehicle charging stations) and the supply
chains that enable these operations to facilitate continuity of travel-related operations for essential
workers.
Warehouse operators, including vendors and support personnel critical for business continuity (including
heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) and electrical engineers, security personnel, and
janitorial staff), e-commerce or online commerce, and customer service for essential functions.

PUBLIC WORKS AND INFRASTRUCTURE SUPPORT SERVICES
•
•
•

•

Workers who support the construction, maintenance, or rehabilitation of critical infrastructure.
Workers supporting construction materials production, testing laboratories, material delivery services,
and construction inspection.
Workers who support the operation, inspection, and maintenance of essential public works facilities and
operations, including bridges, water and sewer main breaks, fleet maintenance personnel, construction of
critical or strategic infrastructure, traffic signal maintenance, emergency location services for buried
utilities, maintenance of digital systems infrastructure supporting public works operations, and other
emergent issues.
Workers such as plumbers, electricians, exterminators, builders (including building and insulation),
contractors, HVAC Technicians, landscapers, and other service providers who provide services, including
temporary construction, that are necessary to maintaining the safety, sanitation, and essential operation
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•
•
•
•

of residences, businesses and buildings, such as hospitals and senior living facilities.
Workers personnel, who support operations that ensure, the availability of and access to needed
facilities, transportation, energy, and communications through activities such as road and line clearing.
Workers who support the effective removal, storage, and disposal of residential, industrial, and
commercial solid waste and hazardous waste, including at landfill operations.
Workers who support the operation, inspection, and maintenance of essential dams, locks, and levees.
Workers who support the inspection and maintenance of aids to navigation and other governmentprovided services that ensure continued maritime commerce.

COMMUNICATIONS AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Communications
•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•

•

•
•

Maintenance of communications infrastructure, -- including privately owned and maintained
communication systems, -- supported by technicians, operators, call centers, wireline and wireless
providers, cable service providers, satellite operations, Internet Exchange Points, Points of Presence,
Network Access Points, back haul and front haul facilities, and manufacturers and distributors of
communications equipment.
Government and private sector workers, including government contractors, with work related to undersea
cable infrastructure and support facilities, including cable landing sites, beach manhole vaults and
covers, submarine cable depots, and submarine cable ship facilities.
Government and private sector workers, including government contractors, supporting Department of
Defense internet and communications facilities.
Network Operations staff, engineers, and technicians to include IT managers and staff, HVAC and
electrical engineers, security personnel, software and hardware engineers, and database administrators
that manage the network or operate facilities.
Workers responsible for infrastructure construction and restoration, including but not limited to
engineers, technicians, and contractors for construction and engineering of fiber optic cables, buried
conduit, small cells, other wireless facilities, and other communications sector-related infrastructure. This
includes permitting, construction of new facilities, and deployment of new technology as required to
address congestion or customer usage due to unprecedented use of remote services.
Installation, maintenance, and repair technicians that establish, support, or repair service as needed.
Central office personnel to maintain and operate central office, data centers, and other network office
facilities, including critical support personnel assisting front line workers.
Customer service and support staff, including managed and professional services, as well as remote
providers of support to transitioning workers to set up and maintain home offices, who interface with
customers to manage or support service environments and security issues including payroll, billing, fraud,
logistics, and troubleshooting.
Workers providing electronic security, fire, monitoring, and life safety services, and who ensure physical
security, cleanliness, and the safety of facilities and personnel, including those who provide temporary
licensing waivers for security personnel to work in other States or Municipalities.
Dispatchers involved with service repair and restoration.
Retail customer service personnel at critical service center locations to address customer needs,
including new customer processing, distributing and repairing equipment, and addressing customer
issues, in order to support individuals’ remote emergency communications needs
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•
•
•

Supply chain and logistics personnel to ensure goods and products are available to provision these frontline workers.
External Affairs personnel to assist in coordinating with local, state, and federal officials to address
communications needs supporting COVID-19 response, public safety, and national security.
Workers responsible for ensuring that persons with disabilities have access to and the benefits of various
communications platforms, including those involved in the provision of telecommunication relay services,
closed captioning of broadcast television for the deaf, video relay services for deaf citizens who prefer
communication via American Sign Language over text, and audio-description for television programming.

Information Technology
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Workers who support command centers, including, but not limited to, Network Operations Command
Centers, Broadcast Operations Control Centers, and Security Operations Command Centers.
Data center operators, including system administrators, HVAC and electrical engineers, security
personnel, IT managers and purchasers, data transfer solutions engineers, software and hardware
engineers, and database administrators for all industries, including financial services.
Workers who support client service centers, field engineers, and other technicians and workers
supporting critical infrastructure, as well as manufacturers and supply chain vendors that provide
hardware and software, support services, research and development, information technology equipment
(to include microelectronics and semiconductors), HVAC and electrical equipment for critical
infrastructure, and test labs and certification agencies that qualify such equipment (to include
microelectronics, optoelectronics, and semiconductors) for critical infrastructure, including data centers.
Workers needed to preempt and respond to cyber incidents involving critical infrastructure, including
medical facilities; state, local, tribal, and territorial (SLTT) governments and federal facilities; energy and
utilities; banks and financial institutions; securities and other exchanges; other entities that support the
functioning of capital markets, public works, critical manufacturing, food, and agricultural production;
transportation; and other critical infrastructure categories and personnel, in addition to all cyber defense
workers who can't perform their duties remotely.
Suppliers, designers, transporters, and other workers supporting the manufacture, distribution, provision,
and construction of essential global, national, and local infrastructure for computing services (including
cloud computing services and telework capabilities), business infrastructure, financial transactions and
services, web-based services, and critical manufacturing.
Workers supporting communications systems, information technology, and work from home solutions
used by law enforcement, public safety, medical, energy, public works, critical manufacturing, food and
agricultural production, financial services, education, and other critical industries and businesses.
Workers required in person to support Software as a Service businesses that enable remote working,
performance of business operations, distance learning, media services, and digital health offerings, or
required for technical support crucial for business continuity and connectivity.

OTHER COMMUNITY- OR GOVERNMENT-BASED OPERATIONS AND ESSENTIAL
FUNCTIONS
•

Workers to ensure continuity of building functions, including but not limited to security and environmental
controls (e.g., HVAC), the manufacturing and distribution of the products required for these functions, and
the permits and inspections for construction supporting essential infrastructure.
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•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Elections personnel to include both public and private sector elections support.
Workers supporting the operations of the judicial system, including judges, lawyers, and others providing
legal assistance.
Workers who support administration and delivery of unemployment insurance programs, income
maintenance, employment service, disaster assistance, workers’ compensation insurance and benefits
programs, and pandemic assistance.
Federal, State, and Local, Tribal, and Territorial government workers who support Mission Essential
Functions and communications networks.
Trade Officials (FTA negotiators; international data flow administrators).
Workers who support radio, print, internet and television news and media services, including, but not
limited to front line news reporters, studio, and technicians for newsgathering, reporting, and publishing
news.
Workers supporting Census 2020.
Weather forecasters.
Clergy for essential support.
Workers who maintain digital systems infrastructure supporting other critical government operations.
Workers who support necessary permitting, credentialing, vetting, and licensing for essential critical
infrastructure workers and their operations.
Customs and immigration workers who are critical to facilitating trade in support of the national
emergency response supply chain.
Educators supporting public and private K-12 schools, colleges, and universities for purposes of
facilitating distance learning or performing other essential functions.
Workers at testing centers for emergency medical services and other healthcare workers.
Staff at government offices who perform title search, notary, and recording services in support of
mortgage and real estate services and transactions.
Residential and commercial real estate services, including settlement services.
Workers supporting essential maintenance, manufacturing, design, operation, inspection, security, and
construction for essential products, services, supply chain, and COVID-19 relief efforts.
Workers performing services to animals in human care, including zoos and aquariums.

CRITICAL MANUFACTURING
•

•
•

Workers necessary for the manufacturing of metals (including steel and aluminum), industrial minerals,
semiconductors, materials and products needed for medical supply chains and for supply chains
associated with transportation, aerospace, energy, communications, information technology, food and
agriculture, chemical manufacturing, nuclear facilities, wood products, commodities used as fuel for
power generation facilities, the operation of dams, water and wastewater treatment, processing and
reprocessing of solid waste, emergency services, and the defense industrial base. Additionally, workers
needed to maintain the continuity of these manufacturing functions and associated supply chains, and
workers necessary to maintain a manufacturing operation in warm standby.
Workers necessary for the manufacturing of materials and products needed to manufacture medical
equipment and PPE.
Workers necessary for mining and production of critical minerals, materials and associated essential
supply chains, and workers engaged in the manufacture and maintenance of equipment and other
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•

•

infrastructure necessary for mining production and distribution.
Workers who produce or manufacture parts or equipment that supports continued operations for any
essential services and increase in remote workforce, including computing and communication devices,
semiconductors, and equipment such as security tools for Security Operations Centers (SOCs) or data
centers.
Workers manufacturing or providing parts and equipment that enable the maintenance and continued
operation of essential businesses and facilities.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
•

•
•

Workers who manage hazardous materials associated with any other essential activity, including but not
limited to healthcare waste (medical, pharmaceuticals, medical material production, and testing
operations from laboratories processing and testing kits) and energy (including nuclear facilities).
Workers who support hazardous materials response and cleanup.
Workers who maintain digital systems infrastructure supporting hazardous materials management
operations.

FINANCIAL SERVICES
•

•
•

•
•
•

Workers who are needed to provide, process, and maintain systems for processing, verification, and
recording of financial transactions and services, including payment, clearing, and settlement; wholesale
funding; insurance services; consumer and commercial lending; public accounting; and capital markets
activities.
Workers who are needed to maintain orderly market operations to ensure the continuity of financial
transactions and services.
Workers who are needed to provide business, commercial, and consumer access to bank and non-bank
financial services and lending services, including ATMs, lending and money transmission, lockbox
banking, and to move currency, checks, securities, and payments (e.g., armored cash carriers).
Workers who support financial operations and those staffing call centers, such as those staffing data and
security operations centers, managing physical security, or providing accounting services.
Workers supporting production and distribution of debit and credit cards.
Workers providing electronic point of sale support personnel for essential businesses and workers.

CHEMICAL
•

•
•

Workers supporting the chemical and industrial gas supply chains, including workers at chemical
manufacturing plants, laboratories, distribution facilities, and workers who transport basic raw chemical
materials to the producers of industrial and consumer goods, including hand sanitizers, food and food
additives, pharmaceuticals, paintings and coatings, textiles, building materials, plumbing, electrical, and
paper products.
Workers supporting the safe transportation of chemicals, including those supporting tank truck cleaning
facilities and workers who manufacture packaging items.
Workers supporting the production of protective cleaning and medical solutions, PPE, chemical consumer
and institutional products, disinfectants, fragrances, and packaging that prevents the contamination of
food, water, medicine, among others essential products.
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•

•

Workers supporting the operation and maintenance of facilities (particularly those with high risk
chemicals and sites that cannot be shut down) whose work cannot be done remotely and requires the
presence of highly trained personnel to ensure safe operations, including plant contract workers who
provide inspections.
Workers (including those in glass container manufacturing) who support the production and
transportation of chlorine and alkali manufacturing, single-use plastics, and packaging that prevents the
contamination or supports the continued manufacture of food, water, medicine, and other essential
products.

DEFENSE INDUSTRIAL BASE
•

•

Workers who support the essential services required to meet national security commitments to the
federal government and U.S. Military, including, but are not limited to, space and aerospace workers,
nuclear matters workers, mechanical and software engineers (various disciplines), manufacturing and
production workers, IT support, security staff, security personnel, intelligence support, aircraft and
weapon system mechanics and maintainers, and sanitary workers who maintain the hygienic viability of
necessary facilities.
Personnel working for companies, and their subcontractors, who perform under contract or sub-contract
to the Department of Defense (DoD) and the Department of Energy (DoE) (on nuclear matters), as well as
personnel at government-owned/contractor operated facilities, and who provide materials and services to
the DoD and DoE (on nuclear matters), including support for weapon systems, software systems and
cybersecurity, defense and intelligence communications, surveillance, sale of U.S. defense articles and
services for export to foreign allies and partners (as authorized by the U.S. government), and space
systems and other activities in support of our military, intelligence, and space forces.

COMMERCIAL FACILITIES
•

•

•

•
•

•

Workers who support the supply chain of building materials from production through application and
installation, including cabinetry, fixtures, doors, cement, hardware, plumbing (including parts and
services), electrical, heating and cooling, refrigeration, appliances, paint and coatings, and workers who
provide services that enable repair materials and equipment for essential functions.
Workers supporting ecommerce through distribution, warehouse, call center facilities, and other essential
operational support functions, that accept, store, and process goods, and that facilitate their
transportation and delivery.
Workers in hardware and building materials stores necessary to provide access to essential supplies,
consumer electronics, technology and appliances retail, and related merchant wholesalers and
distributors.
Workers distributing, servicing, repairing, installing residential and commercial HVAC systems, boilers,
furnaces and other heating, cooling, refrigeration, and ventilation equipment.
Workers supporting the operations of commercial buildings that are critical to safety, security, and the
continuance of essential activities, such as on-site property managers, building engineers, security staff,
fire safety directors, janitorial personnel, and service technicians (e.g., mechanical, HVAC, plumbers,
electricians, and elevator).
Management and staff at hotels and other temporary lodging facilities that provide for COVID-19
mitigation, containment, and treatment measures or provide accommodations for essential workers.
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RESIDENTIAL/SHELTER FACILITIES AND SERVICES
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Workers providing dependent care services, particularly those whose services ensure essential workers
can continue to work.
Workers who support food, shelter, and social services, and other necessities of life for needy groups and
individuals, including in-need populations and COVID-19 responders including travelling medical staff.
Workers in animal shelters.
Workers responsible for the leasing of residential properties to provide individuals and families with ready
access to available housing.
Workers responsible for handling property management, maintenance, and related service calls who can
coordinate the response to emergency “at-home” situations requiring immediate attention, as well as
facilitate the reception of deliveries, mail, and other necessary services.
Workers performing housing and commercial construction related activities, including those supporting
government functions related to the building and development process, such as inspections, permitting,
and plan review services that can be modified to protect the public health, but fundamentally should
continue and enable the continuity of the construction industry (e.g., allow qualified private third-party
inspections in case of federal government shutdown).
Workers performing services in support of the elderly and disabled populations who coordinate a variety
of services, including health care appointments and activities of daily living.
Workers responsible for the movement of household goods.

HYGIENE PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Workers who produce hygiene products.
Workers in laundromats, laundry services, and dry cleaners.
Workers providing personal and household goods, repair, and maintenance.
Workers providing disinfection services for all essential facilities and modes of transportation and who
support the sanitation of all food manufacturing processes and operations from wholesale to retail.
Workers necessary for the installation, maintenance, distribution, and manufacturing of water and space
heating equipment and its components.
Support required for continuity of services, including commercial disinfectant services, janitorial and
cleaning personnel, and support personnel functions that need freedom of movement to access facilities
in support of front-line workers.
Workers supporting the production of home cleaning, pest control, and other essential products
necessary to clean, disinfect, sanitize, and ensure the cleanliness of residential homes, shelters, and
commercial facilities.
Workers supporting agriculture irrigation infrastructure.
Workers supporting the production of home cleaning and pest control products.

CONNECT WITH US
www.cisa.gov

Linkedin.com/company/cybersecurity
-and-infrastructure-security-agency

For more information,
email CISA.CAT@cisa.dhs.gov

@CISAgov | @cyber | @uscert_gov
Facebook.com/CISA
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GHI BJKLMMLMK+NOMPQRS+NQR+TS+UVUV+QMP+WMXLY+ZW[X\J[+O[PJ[+OZ+]OW[XS+^YJQ+\JQ[LMK_+`LYY+aJ+
QYYO`JP+XO+^[ObJJP+ZO[+bJ[XQLM+bQ_J_S+LM+X\J+cQMMJ[+OWXYLMJP+\J[JLMS+WXLYLdLMK+X\J+eOOc+
[JcOXJ+bOMZJ[JMbLMK+Q^^YLbQXLOMH++
UHI f[JZJ[JMbJ+̀LYY+aJ+KLgJM+XO+X\O_J+ZWYYR+MJKOXLQXJP+^YJQ_+̀\J[J+X\J+PJZJMPQMX+L_F++
QHILM+bW_XOPR+QMP+[JbJLgLMK+Q+^[OaQXLOM+PL_^O_LXLOMh+
aHILM+bW_XOPR+QMP+[JbJLgLMK+Q+iXW[MQ[OWMP+XLcJj+PL_^O_LXLOMh+
bHI[JbJLgLMK+Q+cL_PJcJQMO[+PL_^O_LXLOM+OM+Q+[JPWbJP+b\Q[KJh++
PHIOM+JYJbX[OMLb+cOMLXO[LMK+QMP+[JbJLgLMK+Q+^[OaQXLOM+PL_^O_LXLOMh+O[+
JHIOM+JYJbX[OMLb+cOMLXO[LMK+QMP+[JbJLgLMK+Q+iXW[MQ[OWMP+XLcJj+PL_^O_LXLOMH+
kHI lO[+QYY+^YJQ+\JQ[LMK_+bOMPWbXJP+^W[_WQMX+XO+X\J_J+^[ObJPW[J_F+
QHI=\J+>XQXJ+_\QYY+^[J^Q[J+QMP+^[OgLPJ+XO+X\J+PJZJM_J+X\J+ZOYYO`LMKF++
LHIX\J+bOc^YJXJP+AJcOXJ+fYJQ+mK[JJcJMX+QMP+nQLgJ[_+lO[c+o`\Lb\+L_+Q+
ZLYYQaYJ+^PZ+ZO[c,h+
LLHILZ+Q^^YLbQaYJS+X\J+bOc^YJXJP+f[OaQXLOM+lO[c_h+QMPS+
LLLHILZ+Q^^YLbQaYJS+QMR+_^JbLQY+O[PJ[_+oLHJHS+EpmS+>=ES+DqfS+lJPJ[QY+rWM+mbX,H+
aHInLX\+X\J+JsbJ^XLOM+OZ+[J_XLXWXLOMS+bOW[X+ZLMJ_S+ZJJ_+QMP+bO_X_+_\QYY+aJ+̀QLgJPH++
5
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bHI<Z+X\J+PJZJMPQMX+L_+^YJQPLMK+KWLYXR+XO+cO[J+X\QM+OMJ+bQ_JS+_J^Q[QXJ+PObWcJMX_+cW_X+
aJ+bOc^YJXJP+ZO[+JQb\+bQ_JH+
PHI=\J+PObWcJMX_+LMPLbQXJP+QaOgJ+cQR+aJ+Jsb\QMKJP+JYJbX[OMLbQYYRH+++
JHImZXJ[+[JbJL^X+OZ+X\J+PObWcJMX_+Z[Oc+X\J+>XQXJS+PJZJM_J+bOWM_JY+cW_X+KJX+X\J+
PObWcJMX_+_LKMJP+aR+X\J+PJZJMPQMXH+=\J+PJZJMPQMXu_+^J[_OMQY+\QMP+_LKMQXW[J+L_+
[JvWL[JPH+=R^JP+[J^[J_JMXQXLOM_+̀LYY+MOX+aJ+QbbJ^XJP+ZO[+X\J+PJZJMPQMXu_+_LKMQXW[JH+
ZHIDMbJ+X\J+PJZJM_J+QXXO[MJR+\Q_+OaXQLMJP+X\J+_LKMJP+PObWcJMX_+Z[Oc+X\J+PJZJMPQMXS+
bOWM_JY+_\QYY+ZLYJ+Q+cOXLOM+[JvWJ_XLMK+Q+AJcOXJ+fYJQ+?JQ[LMKH+=\J+pOXLbJ+OZ+NOXLOM+
_\OWYP+_JX+ZO[X\+X\J+_^JbLZLb+MQcJ+QMP+cQMMJ[+OZ+MOXLbJ+XO+QYY+bOWM_JY+OZ+[JbO[PS+
LMbYWPLMK+X\J+JcQLY+QPP[J__+W_JP+ZO[+JQb\+QXXO[MJRH++
KHI=\J+pOXLbJ+OZ+NOXLOM+cW_X+bYJQ[YR+QMP+bOM_^LbWOW_YR+MOXJ+LM+aOYP+^[LMX+̀\JX\J[+Q+
YQMKWQKJ+LMXJ[^[JXJ[+L_+[JvWL[JP+QMP+LZ+_OS+X\J+YQMKWQKJ+LMgOYgJP+oLHJHS+$&'$
#'-'-&%%,H+=\J+PJZJM_J+QXXO[MJR+cW_X+QY_O+
MOXLZR+X\J+<MXJ[^[JXJ[u_+DZZLbJ+OZ+X\J+\JQ[LMKH+
\HI<M+QPPLXLOM+XO+O^^O_LMK+bOWM_JYS+QM+JcQLY+OZ+X\J+pOXLbJ+QMP+X\J+NOXLOM+_\OWYP+aJ+
_JMX+LM+^PZ+ZO[cQX+XOF+b[LcLMQYZJYOMR_J[gLbJ_wbOOxbOWMXRbOW[XHbOcH+]OWM_JY+bQM+
bOMgJ[X+X\J+nO[P+PObWcJMX+XO+fEl+ZO[cQX+aR+W_LMK+X\J+>my@+m>+fEl+O^XLOM+O[+
aR+W_LMK+X\J+>my@+m>+ZJQXW[J+LM+NLb[O_OZX+nO[P+QMP+X\JM+_JYJbXLMK+fEl+ZLYJ+XR^JH++
LHI=\J+>XQXJ+_\QYY+ZQbLYLXQXJ+OaXQLMLMK+_LKMJP+^YJQ+PObWcJMX_+Z[Oc+^[O+_J+PJZJMPQMX_+
QMP+ZLYLMK+X\J+[JvWJ_X+ZO[+^YJQ+\JQ[LMK+̀LX\+X\J+]YJ[xu_+DZZLbJH+
THI DMbJ+X\J+]YJ[xu_+DZZLbJ+\Q_+[JbJLgJP+X\J+ZLYJP+NOXLOM+AJvWJ_XLMK+AJcOXJ+fYJQ+?JQ[LMKS+
bOWM_JY+̀LYY+[JbJLgJ+MOXLbJ+OZ+X\J+PQXJS+XLcJ+QMP+YOKLM+b[JPJMXLQY_+ZO[+X\J+\JQ[LMKH+]OWM_JY+
`LYY+QY_O+aJ+MOXLZLJP+LZ+X\J+]OW[X+\Q_+[JzJbXJP+X\J+^YJQ+QK[JJcJMX+O[+^O_X^OMJP+X\J+^YJQH+
5
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|HI <Z+X\J+PL_^O_LXLOM+L_+QM+<ED]+_JMXJMbJS+X\J+>XQXJ+_\QYY+^[Oc^XYR+MOXLZR+X\J+<YYLMOL_+
EJ^Q[XcJMX+OZ+]O[[JbXLOM_+OZ+X\J+^YJQ+\JQ[LMK+PQXJS+_O+X\QX+X\JR+bQM+cQxJ+Q[[QMKJcJMX_+XO+
XLcJYR+^[ObJ__+X\J+PJZJMPQMXH+
}HI mXXO[MJR_+_\OWYP+Q^^JQ[+gLQ+eOOc+ZO[+X\J+^YJQ+\JQ[LMKH+pOM~bOW[X+^J[_OMMJY+`LYY+MOX+aJ+
QYYO`JP+LM+X\J+bOW[X[OOc+ZO[+X\J+^YJQ+\JQ[LMKH++
HI <Z+X\J+PJZJMPQMX+L_+LM+bW_XOPRS+X\J+PJZJM_J+QXXO[MJR+_\QYY+XQxJ+X\O_J+_XJ^_+MJbJ__Q[R+XO+MOXLZR+
X\J+>\J[LZZu_+EJ^Q[XcJMX+QMP+LM_W[J+X\J+PJZJMPQMXu_+^[J_JMbJ+gLQ+X\J+eOOc+Q^^YLbQXLOMH+
HI <Z+X\J+PJZJMPQMX+L_+OWX+OZ+bW_XOPR+O[+OM+JYJbX[OMLb+cOMLXO[LMKS+X\J+PJZJM_J+QXXO[MJR+cW_X+
XQxJ+cJQ_W[J_+XO+LM_W[J+X\QX+X\J+PJZJMPQMX+\Q_+X\J+XJb\MOYOKLbQY+QaLYLXR+XO+Q^^JQ[+gLQ+eOOc+
O[+\QgJ+X\J+PJZJMPQMX+^[J_JMX+LM+bOWM_JYu_+OZZLbJ+XO+^Q[XLbL^QXJ+LM+X\J+\JQ[LMKH+
HI <Z+X\J+PJZJMPQMX+L_+[JbJLgLMK+Q+^[OaQXLOM+PL_^O_LXLOMS+X\J+PJZJM_J+QXXO[MJR+_\OWYP+MOXLZR+X\J+
f[OaQXLOM+EJ^Q[XcJMX+QMP+KLgJ+X\J+eOOc+\JQ[LMK+LMZO[cQXLOM+_O+X\QX+X\JR+bQM+^Q[XLbL^QXJH+
GVHI AJYQXLgJ_+QMP+OX\J[+LMXJ[J_XJP+^J[_OM_+cQR+`QXb\+X\J+^YJQ+\JQ[LMK+gLQ+COW=WaJ+LgJ+
>X[JQc+OM+X\J+]OOx+]OWMXR+]L[bWLX+]OW[X_+COW=WaJ+b\QMMJYH+=\J+YLgJ+_X[JQc+A+bQM+
aJ+ZOWMP+QX+X\J+bL[bWLX+bOW[X_+`Ja_LXJF+```HbOOxbOWMXRbOW[XHO[K+O[+aR+_JQ[b\LMK+ZO[+
i]OOx+JLK\XOM+]OW[X[OOcj+OM+̀``HROWXWaJHbOc+O[+OM+X\J+COW=WaJ+Q^^H+
GGHI lO[+_JbW[LXR+^W[^O_J_S+X\J+zWPKJ+̀LYY+aJ+W_LMK+X\J+nQLXLMK+AOOc +ZWMbXLOM+̀LX\LM+eOOcH+
fYJQ_J+̀QLX+LM+X\J+vWJWJ+WMXLY+X\J+zWPKJ+QPcLX_+ROW+LMXO+X\J+_J__LOM+ZO[+ROW[+^Q[XLbWYQ[+bQ_JH+
<Z+ROW+Q[J+QPcLXXJP+^[LO[+XO+ROW[+bQ_J+QMP+X\J+zWPKJ+L_+\JQ[LMK+QMOX\J[+cQXXJ[S+^YJQ_J+̀QLX+
^QXLJMXYR+̀LX\+ROW[+gOYWcJ+cWXJP+WMXLY+X\J+zWPKJ+O[+bOW[X+_XQZZ+QPP[J__J_+ROWH++
GUHI =\J+zWPKJ+QMP+bOW[X+[J^O[XJ[+cW_X+aJ+QaYJ+XO+\JQ[+JQb\+LMPLgLPWQY+XQYxLMKH+fYJQ_J+aJ+cLMPZWY+
OZ+ROW[+_W[[OWMPLMK_+QMP+aQbxK[OWMP+MOL_JH+mYY+^Q[XLbL^QMX_+cW_X+bOMPWbX+X\Jc_JYgJ_+̀LX\+
X\J+_QcJ+PJbO[Wc+[JvWL[JP+LM+X\J+^\R_LbQY+bOW[X[OOcH+
5
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GkHI n\JM+YOKKLMK+LMXO+eOOc+QYY+QXXO[MJR_+_\OWYP+XR^J+LM+X\JL[+ZWYY+^[O^J[+MQcJH+<MPLgLPWQY+
Q__L_XQMX+_XQXJu_+QXXO[MJR_+QMP+Q__L_XQMX+^WaYLb+PJZJMPJ[_+MOX+Q^^JQ[LMK+̀LX\+Q+K[OW^+_\OWYP+
^YQbJ+im>mj+O[+imfEj+[J_^JbXLgJYR+aJZO[J+X\JL[+ZWYY+MQcJH++=\J+>XQXJu_+mXXO[MJRu_+OZZLbJ+
cQR+W_J+X\J+PJ_LKMQXLOM+i]]>mDj+QMP+X\J+fWaYLb+EJZJMPJ[u_+DZZLbJ+cQR+W_J+i]]fEDj+
oO[+OX\J[+MOcJMbYQXW[J,+̀\JM+_JgJ[QY+QXXO[MJR_+LM+X\J+_QcJ+OZZLbJ+Q[J+W_LMK+X\J+_QcJ+eOOc+
_LXJ+YOKLMH++f[LgQXJ+QXXO[MJR_+_\OWYP+W_J+X\J+Qaa[JgLQXLOM+im==Cj+aJZO[J+X\JL[+ZWYY+MQcJH++
=\J_J+PJ_LKMQXLOM_+_\OWYP+aJ+^YQbJP+LM+Z[OMX+OZ+ROW[+MQcJ+QMP+MOX+aJ\LMP+ROW[+MQcJH+
GTHI =\J+PJZJMPQMX+QMP+QMR+`LXMJ__J_+LM+QKK[QgQXLOM+O[+cLXLKQXLOM+_\OWYP+aJ+QPgL_JP+X\QX+X\J+
^[ObJJPLMK_+̀LYY+aJ+YLgJ+_X[JQcJP+ZO[+^WaYLb+gLJ`LMKH+
G|HI mZXJ[+X\J+[JcOXJ+^YJQ+\JQ[LMK+\Q_+bOMbYWPJPS+X\J+COW=WaJ+gLPJO_+`LYY+aJ+LccJPLQXJYR+
PJYJXJPqcQ[xJP+^[LgQXJ+QMP+̀LYY+MO+YOMKJ[+aJ+QgQLYQaYJ+OMYLMJ+ZO[+ZW[X\J[+gLJ`LMKH+
G}HI '-124"541434"343141
124"544343431131.!101143423
44311124"44"2343124344
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State of Hlinois
Fourteenth Judicial
Circuit

CLARENCE M. DARRO\V
CIRCUIT JUDGE
ROCK ISLAND COUNTY COURTHOUSE
1317TIURD AVENUE
ROCK ISLAND, lL 61201

COUNT IES:
ROC K ISLAND

HENRY
M ERCER
WHIT ESIDE

MEMORANDUM
FROM:

Clarence M. Darrow, Presiding Judge, Civil Division

TO:

Rock Island County Bar Association

RE:

Contested TelephonicNideo Hearings in Civil Cases

DATE:

April 15, 2020

In light of the global coronavirus pandemic, remote hearings may be scheduled
for contested civil matters pursuant to the attached administrative order. Initially, only
cases in which all parties have attorneys and agree to the hearing being conducted
remotely are eligible to be scheduled. As the use of remote hearings matures it is the
intent to expand their use during the pandemic, to include cases with self-represented
litigants when possible.
General requirements and procedures for remote hearings are spelled out in the
attached order. Your assigned judge may exercise his/her discretion to establish
additional parameters around these hearings. (For your convenience, please find Judge
VandeWiele's standing order. If another judge decides to issue a standing order it will be
distributed to the bar.) A clerk and court reporter will be present during remote hearings
to ensure a record is made.
Video hearings will be conducted using the Zoom platform. The Zoom
application is free to download and free to use for these hearings. It is your responsibility
to ensure each participant (including witnesses) on your side of the case is prepared to
operate Zoom via an appropriate device with sufficient internet connectivity. If you are
not Zoom user, please use one of the many free online resources to familiarize yourself
(and your client/witnesses) with Zoom to ensure hearings go smoothly. Telephone
hearings will occur through conference calls to the courthouse.
Thank you in advance for your cooperation and persistence during these
challenging days.

,ALEO \n \M ~~u~ouN11
ci

P.i;lti~AL DIVIS\ON
APR 16
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1.oio
STATE OF lLLINOIS

tAtW- ot t

t~ COURT OF THE FOURTEENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUlT
ROCK ISLAND COUNTY
CIVIL DIVISION

CNlL DIVISION ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER NO.

20CA-40 .:.
--------

Protocol For Remote Hearings in Civil Cases During COVID-19 Pandemic

WHEREAS the Supreme Court of ll1inois has issued order M.R. 30370 dated March 17, 2020,
and the Governor of the State of Illinois has issued a disaster proclamation in response to the
COVID-19 pandemic, this administrative order allows telephonic and video hearings on
contested civil matters.
It is Ordered:
1) At the discretion of the assigned judge, arguments on contested civil court hearings (nonevidentiary) may be undertaken by way of remote hearing either telephonically or via the
Zoom platfonn, and contested civil evidentiary hearings may be undertaken via the Zoom
platform.
2) Notwithstanding the foregoing, if the parties file a consent that includes an appeal waiver
on the issue of telephonic testimony the assigned judge may in his or her discretion
approve a request to take witness testimony via telephone.
3) Eligibility for a contested remote hearing is limited to cases wherein all parties are
represented by attorneys and in which alJ parties consent to the hearing method. These
limits will be frequently reviewed and modified when possible in an ongoing effort to
expand access to justice.
4) Except as otherwise provided for in this order, hearings conducted pursuant to this order
shall be conducted to the same standards as hearings in a courtroom and in accordance
with the Illinois Rules of Civil Procedure, Illinois Supreme Court Rules and the Rules of
Practice of the Circuit Court, Fourteenth Judicial Circuit.

5) The precise method in which a remote hearing will be conducted remains within the
discretion of the judge assigned to the individual case, within the bounds of applicable
law, rules, and practice procedures.
6} Holding a hearing remotely requires proper preparation and planning. Steps required to
be taken prior to any contested remote hearing are as fo11ows:

Exhibit 7

a. The attorneys shaJI e-file both a joint motion to set a telephonic or video remote
hearing, consenting to the remote hearing, and a proposed order granting the
motion. Actual facsimile signatures, not typewritten signatures, are required.
Sample fonns are attached as Ex. l and Ex. 2. The assigned judge will then
review the file and either approve the order. or reject it and make a docket entry
as to why. The judge may also conduct a telephonic hearing on the motion. Note:
the filing of a proposed order is the only trigger that brings the motion to a judge's
attention. A motion filed without a progosed order will not be seen nor acted
upon by a judge.
b. Upon entry of an order authorizing a hearing, counsel shall place a joint telephone
call to the Court Administrator's Office (309-558-3260) to schedule the hearing.
c. Three court days prior to a hearing the parties shall file a list containing the names
and email addresses of the attorneys, parties and witnesses (if any) who wil1
attend the hearing. AH persons must use their real names (not aliases) while
onHne to ensure they will not be prevented from entering the hearing.
d. Three court days prior a hearing the parties shall exchange exhibits they intend to
introduce into evidence and thereafter conduct a conference to identify any
exhibit(s) they stipulate can be admitted into evidence. If a party fails to comply
with this provision the court in its discretion may deny the introduction of that
party's exhibits.
e. At least two court days before the hearing parties shall prepare and email to the
circuit clerk at exhibits@co.rock-island.il.us proposed exhibits (and if appropriate
an electronic bundle of authorities) as follows:
i. A searchable PDF fonnat shall be used;
ii. Each exhibit shall be a separate file. Each file name shall reflect the party

offering it and the exhibit number e.g. Pl, P2, CPI, CP2, RA, RB, DI, D2,
etc;
iii. An index of all exhibits shall be included that states the number of pages
in each elthibit;
iv. For exhibits greater than four pages, pagination must be generated and
inserted electronically within the PDF (not handwritten). Pagination must
be by exhibit number and page number, e.g., Pl-1, PJ-2, Pl-3 ... RA-l,
RA-2, RA-3, etc.;

Exhibit 7

v. The assigned judge may also require a courtesy copy of all exhibits and/or
authorities either in electronic or paper fonn, and in such order and/or
fonnat as the judge otherwise directs.
f.

On the day of a telephone hearing, it is the responsibility of the attorneys to
coordinate a joint telephone call to Court Administration (309-558-3260) five
minutes prior to the scheduled start time to ensure final necessary steps can be
taken by court staff to start the hearing on time.

g. Attorneys of record will receive a notice via email a day prior to a video hearing
with access instructions. On the day of a video hearing, it is the responsibility of
the attorneys to ensure their clients and witnesses are available and ready to
proceed at the appointed time.
7) Once an exhibit is admitted into evidence during the hearing, the clerk of court shall
upload the exhibit into PCJIMS so that it becomes part of the record. Upon conclusion of
the hearing the clerk shall not be obligated to maintain any proposed exhibits that were
not made part of the court record and may delete them at the clerk's convenience.
8) Where the case is one that involves the use of an interpreter, early and careful
consideration should be given as to how best to facilitate this involvement in the context
of a remote hearing, to include coordination with Court Administration.

9) Where a witness attends the remote hearing, the witness will be sworn or affirmed by the
judge prior to commencement of their testimony. In addition,

a. The witness is to be alone, in a secure room with the doors closed. A record will
be made by the judge of those conditions.
b. Witnesses and parties should wear appropriate attire and present themselves as
they would if they were appearing in a physical courtroom.
c. The witness is to ensure that there will be no interruptions or distractions for the
duration of their appearance at the remote hearing.
d. The witness should have recently read all affidavits, statements, and documents
before the remote hearing and have a copy of those documents with them and
identified in the same manner as the documents are filed with the clerk. This
provision is not mandatory for materials to be used in cross-examination or in the
examination of adverse witnesses.
10) The court reporter is the only person authorized to record the remote hearing by
electronic means, stenography or any other method. Any recording by a party or other
person of a remote hearing without the pennission of the court is strictly forbidden.
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11) American courts are generally open to the public and it remains highly desirable that the
operations of the civil courts are as transparent as possible. Within this context, the court
and the parties must consider how the press and pubJic can have access to the remote
hearing. The daily court schedule shall reflect that a hearing is remote and the date and
time of such hearings. Members of the public and/or media who desire to observe a
hearing should contact Court Administration for directions on how to attend. Observers
are prohibited from speaking to witnesses or potential witnesses concerning any
testimony or evidence until after the evidence has closed.
12) All parties attending the remote hearing should ensure they have good connection/signal
to avoid a breakdown in connection during hearing. An Ethernet (wired) connection is
recommended over a Wi-Fi connection. A poor video connection of a party or their
attorney is not grounds to continue a hearing.

ENTERED this Js:.. day of,µ_, 2020.

eM. Darrow
Presiding Judge, Civil Division
Rock Island County
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE FOURTEENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
ROCK ISLAND COUNTY
GENERAL DIVISION
)
)
)
)
)

Petitioner/Plaintiff,

and

Case No:

}

---------·
Respondent/Defendant.

-----

)
)

SAMPLE
Joint Motion For Leave to Schedule Remote Hearing
Now come the parties to this cause by and through their attorneys, _ _ _ _ _ and
, and move this Court for leave to schedule a remote
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _(insert either telephonic or video) hearing in the above captioned matter
for _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _(insert requested time allotment). AH documents required by statute,
court rules, and administrative order have been completed and filed with the Circuit Clerk, and
the parties consent to the requested hearing format.

------

Petitioner/Plaintiff

By:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
L M. Good
Attorney at Law

Respondent/Defendant

By:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I. M. Good
Attorney at Law

Ex 1
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE FOURTEENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
ROCK ISLAND COUNTY
GENERAL DIVISION
)
)
)

Petitioner/Plaintiff,

)
)
)

and

Case No:

-----

}

Respondent/Defendant.

)

SAMPLE
Order Granting Leave to Schedule Remote Hearing
The Court, having reviewed the Motion for Leave to Schedule a Remote Hearing and
having reviewed the court file hereby orders that the motion is granted. The parties are
authorized _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (insert time allotment) of court time to schedule a
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (insert hearing type (video or telephonic)) hearing.
All parties shall coordinate among themselves to place a conference telephone ca11 to
Court Administration (309) 558-3260 to schedule a time for the hearing. All necessary parties
must be on the line when the call is made to Court Administration.

Entered:

·- - - - - -

Judge
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Standing Bench Order for Video Conferencing
Judge Mark A. VandeWlele

April 15, 2020
1. The 14th Circuit has secured a limited number of Zoom licenses to conduct videoconferencing at the
discretion of the assigned judge.
2. You can access Zoom through a PC (Zoom.com) or a Smartphone (Zoom app) .
3. The court reserves the right to order any hearing or motion (or portion thereof) be conducted by
telephone or videoconference as Illinois Supreme Court Rules may allow. (See SCR 185 and 241.)
HOW TO REQUEST A VIDEO HEARING
4. Parties should file a Joint Motion if they agree to have their hearing held by videoconference.
5. If there is no agreement, then a party may request a phone or video conference under SCR 185.
6. The Motion will be forwarded to the assigned judge who will either: grant the Motion; deny the
Motion; or request a phone conference to discuss further.
7. If the Motion is granted;
a. The hearing is scheduled through Court Administration.
b. Attorneys of record will receive a notice via email a few days prior to the video conference
with access code instructions.
ADVANCE PREPARATION
8. Advance preparation by attorneys is key to successful Video Conferencing.
9. Video or phone hearings take a little longer. Build that into the schedule.
10. Be prompt and ready at the appointed time. Before the start of the hearing, download Zoom
software and test internet connections, cameras, and microphones.
11. Attorneys must insure the internet signal from the attorney's desired location (and your witness) is
functional for a video conference. Generally:
a. Rural locations do not have stable high-speed internet connections.
b. An ethemet connection works better than wi-fi.
12. Select a videoconference location that is free of background noise and distractions. Be mindful of
the visual background, lighting, and your attire; as well as the disruption caused by ringing phones,
children, and pets.
THE RECORD
13. Normal courtroom rules apply, even though some parties may not physically be present.
14. There is no audio or video recording of any part of the proceeding, the same as if a person was
standing In a physical courtroom. There is no live steaming or blogging during the video conference.
Exceptions will be considered for authorized media outlets.
15. The official record is made by the designated court reporter. In most cases, the court reporter will
serve as the video conference host.
16. Any person listening in on the video conference/call is required to identify themselves.

THE HEARlNG
17. Mute your microphone to limit distractions and feedback until it is your turn to speak.
18. Only participants from the traditional well of the courtroom such as attorneys, clients, and
recognized witnesses will have speaking roles.
19. Observers who would normally sit in the gallery may observe but may not interrupt the hearing.
WITNESSES
20. Seventy-two hours prior to the hearing, each party shall upload their list of witnesses (if any) that
will be called during the hearing with a brief non-argumentative listing of topics to be covered with
that witness. Also indicate the name of any client(s) who will attend the hearing.
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a.

For security reasons, only witnesses on the list will be granted access to the video
conference.
b. The party calling a witness during the video conference must insure that witness ls
familiar with how to access the conference and see exhibits.
c. The attorney shall have a cell phone number to call/text the witness so that a non-party
witness can be notified when to join the video conference.
21. An order to exclude non-party witnesses is in effect. Non-party witnesses shall be excluded from
the hearing until called to testify and will:
a. Remain in the videoconference "waiting roomu; or
b. Be informed by call or text when to join the conference.
c. Attorneys shall explain this rule to their witnesses and their client's
family/friends/associates. If there is a violation, testimony may be barred.
22. The court must be able to view the witness in order to judge credibility. The burden is upon the
proponent of that witness to insure that witness is in a location with the proper equipment and
internet connection for that to occur.
TELEPHONE OPTION
23. In lieu of being visible to the court, a witness may testify by telephone if:
a. All parties so stipulate and agree to waive the issue on appeal. Or,
b. The trial court orders testimony by phone, as Supreme Court Rules may allow.

EXHIBITS
24. Exhibits shall be exchanged prior to the hearing and emailed to the Circuit Clerk at:
exhibits@co.rock-island.ll.us Identify to the Circuit Clerk which party is tendering which exhibit(s).
All attorneys should approve the joint exhibit email submission.
25. Following a uniform numbering system eliminates the need to add plaintiff/defendant to the exhibit
name and permits easy sorting within the exhibit file. Therefore:
a. Exhibits shall be In PDF searchable form.
b. Each exhibit shall be a separate PDF document.
i. Each page within that PDF exhibit shall be numbered sequentially by the computer.
ii. Each exhibit document name shall start with the exhibit number then a brief
descriptor of the document. Ex. 125 - 2016 US Income Tax Return
c. Joint Exhibits are encouraged and are admitted into evidence by stipulation.
i. No further foundation is required, which saves court time.
ii. A party can still argue what, if any weight to give to that joint exhibit.
iii. The document name should start with "Joint Ex." then the exhibit number and a
brief description of the document. Example: Joint Ex. 1 - 2018 lease Document
d. Contested Exhibits
i. Foundation must be established by party offering the exhibit
ii. Plaintiff's contested exhibits shall be numbered 100-199.
iii. Defendant's contested exhibits shall be numbered 200-299.
iv. Representative exhibit name: Ex. 22S - 2018 W-2
e. Additional parties require additional numbering blocks to be allocated by agreement.
26. Once an exhibit is admitted, the Clerk will upload the document to the court file.
27. If only a portion of an exhibit is admitted, then it is the responsibility of the party offering the exhibit
to redact and upload only the admitted portion of the exhibit to preserve the record.
28. This judge reserves the right to require a tabbed 3 ring binder containing paper copies of all exhibits
plus an exhibit Index. Check with me first.
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Supreme Court of Illinois
April 21, 2020

ILLINOIS SUPREME COURT TO HOLD MAY
ORAL ARGUMENTS VIA ZOOM
The Illinois Supreme Court, for the first time in its history, will hold oral arguments via the
Zoom videoconference platform when it hears cases in May. The Court is doing this to practice
social distancing while still conducting court proceedings during the COVID-19 pandemic.
“These are extraordinary times, but what we have found is that we can keep our traditions the
same. Holding oral arguments via Zoom would have sounded beyond our abilities a few months
ago, but now feels almost normal,” Chief Justice Anne M. Burke said. “The Court has found that
a lot of our regular work – including oral arguments – can be done remotely while still keeping
people safe from COVID-19.”
The court is scheduled to hear four cases on May 12, four cases on May 13 and three cases on
May 14. Oral arguments will begin at 9 a.m. each day. The Call of the Docket for the May 2020
Term is available on the Court’s website by clicking here.
Court personnel will schedule training sessions with counsel so they can learn what to expect and
answer any questions counsel might have related to the virtual proceedings.
The public is invited to attend oral arguments via livestream on the Court’s YouTube page by
clicking here.
—30—
(FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT: Chris Bonjean, Communications Director to
the Illinois Supreme Court at 312.793.2323 or cbonjean@illinoiscourts.gov.)
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For Immediate Release
April 28, 2020

For Further Information Contact:
Kathleen Arberg (202) 479-3211

The Court will hear oral arguments by telephone conference on May 4, 5, 6, 11, 12 and 13 in a limited
number of previously postponed cases. In keeping with public health guidance in response to COVID-19,
the Justices and counsel will all participate remotely. Below is additional information concerning the
order of business on the morning of argument.
The Court will use a teleconferencing system that will call counsel the morning of argument. All counsel
for the cases to be argued that day will be called simultaneously at approximately 9:15 a.m. and will all
be placed on a conference call with the Clerk of the Court, Scott Harris, to receive any last-minute
instructions and to ask any remaining questions they may have. Once that briefing is completed, the
phone lines for counsel will be muted, and counsel will remain on this same line until approximately
9:50 a.m. At that time, counsel will all be moved to the main conference call to await the beginning of
argument.
At 10 a.m., the Justices will enter the main conference call, and the Marshal of the Court, Pamela Talkin,
will cry the Court. The Chief Justice will call the first case, and he will acknowledge the first counsel to
argue. Following the usual practice, the Court generally will not question lead counsel for petitioners
and respondents during the first two minutes of argument. Where argument is divided and counsel
represents an amicus or an additional party, the Court generally will not ask questions for one minute.
At the end of this time, the Chief Justice will have the opportunity to ask questions. When his initial
questioning is complete, the Associate Justices will then have the opportunity to ask questions in turn
in order of seniority. If there is time remaining once all Justices have had the opportunity to question
counsel, there may be additional questioning.
Once the time for the first counsel’s argument has expired, the Chief Justice will thank counsel for their
argument, and acknowledge the next attorney. This process will continue until argument in the case is
complete. Counsel for the petitioner in each case will be allotted three minutes for rebuttal. If there is a
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second case to be argued that day, the Chief Justice will call that case promptly a er the end of the first
argument, and the same process will be followed. The Marshal will announce the conclusion of
arguments.
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Knox County Zoning Board of Appeals
In Re: CU-02-2020 – Application of Knox County Wind Farm LLC
Applicants’ Memorandum of Law in Response to Objectors’ Due Process Claims
The Knox County Zoning Board of Appeals (“ZBA”) conducted itself appropriately
during the public hearings held on April 28-29, 2020 (the “Hearings”) by tailoring the conduct
of the Hearings in a manner fitting the rights and considerations at issue and providing a
meaningful opportunity for the public and Objectors’ counsel to be heard. Objectors’ counsel
has not cited to any legal authority that demonstrates otherwise.
The Hearings were properly noticed under Illinois law (55 ILCS 5/512009.5) which
requires that notice be mailed at least fifteen days prior to a public hearing on a special or
conditional use permit. The County mailed notice to adjacent landowners on April 14, 2020, and
the notice was published in the Galesburg Register Mail, a newspaper published in the townships
where the Project is located, on April 12, 2020. Further, the notice included details on the
methods by which any interested party could obtain additional Project details, and contact
information to both the County and the Applicants.
During the Hearings, the ZBA allowed any interested party to speak for up to three
minutes according to Knox County’s established rules, and allowed any counsel so retained to
cross examine the Applicants’ witnesses, and bring their own witnesses. No time limits were
placed on the amount of time that opposing counsel engaged in cross examination, and no time
limits were placed on the presentation of evidence by Objectors’ counsel and witnesses.
Objectors’ counsel cross examined every person who testified as part of Applicants’
presentation, and after each cross examination, the hearing officer confirmed that counsel had no
further questions. The hearing examiner also confirmed that Objectors’ counsel did not want to
call anyone else for cross examination. Objectors took more than 3 hours and 30 minutes to
present their cross examination and witnesses, while Applicants only spent approximately 1 hour
and 10 minutes presenting their case.
Objectors claim that the videoconference format violated their due process rights, but
cannot cite to a single case where remote participation alone results in such a violation. In fact,
the cases cited by Objectors support the fact that the County conducted itself appropriately. The
Objectors rely on People ex rel. Klaeren v. Village of Lisle, 202 Ill.2d 164, 167, 781 N.E.2d 223,
224 (2002); however, in that case, the opposing landowner was “wholly denied the right to cross
examine witnesses at a public hearing regarding the petition.” In Klaeren, the Illinois Supreme
Court recognized that while wholly denying the right to cross examine witnesses violates due
process, a public body may put reasonable limitations on the right of cross examination without
violating due process. The Objectors’ claim is not that they were denied the right to cross
examination or that the time allotted was inadequate, but that the videoconference format was
inconvenient and additional hearings should have been provided in order for them to bring
additional witnesses. However, Klaeren provides no such rights, and taken to the ends to which
Objectors’ counsel requests would make a mockery of the County’s authority to tailor the
Hearings as appropriate.
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In Bartlow v. Shannon, 399 Ill.App.3d 560, 570, 927 N.E.2d 88, 97 (5th Dist. 2010)—
also cited by the Objectors—the plaintiffs were denied “any administrative hearing during which
the plaintiffs can raise … challenges prior to the Department [of Labor] concluding its
investigation and finding them in violation of the [Employee Classification] Act” (emphasis
added). In contrast, the Objectors’ concerns are only speculative and/or matters of convenience.
Issues with the reliability of the videoconference service never materialized, and the Objectors
had ample opportunity to cross examine witnesses using documents and exhibits the witnesses
provided to the County prior to the hearing. Objectors’ witnesses had the opportunity to use
PowerPoint presentations, Objectors’ counsel used materials to cross examine the Applicants’
experts, and Objectors provided additional information they desired to be put before the ZBA.
The Zoom hearing, although non-traditional, functioned much like a traditional public hearing
wherein an orderly process fostered thoughtful deliberation among the public and the ZBA
members.
In Tri-G, Inc. v. Burke, Bosselman & Weaver, 222 III. 2d 218, 244, 856 N.E. 2d 389,
404-405 (2006), the Illinois Supreme Court held, “[t]he requirement of due process is met by
having an orderly proceeding wherein a person is served with notice, actual or constructive, and
has an opportunity to be heard and to enforce and protect his rights.” When Illinois courts
evaluate the sufficiency of due process at hearings, they examine: (1) the capacity in which the
hearing panel is acting (Millineum Maint. Mgmt., Inc. v. Cty. Of Lake, 384 Ill. App. 3d 638, 642,
894 N.E.2d 845, 852 (2008)); (2) the practical realities of conducting a hearing (Fox River Valley
District Council of Carpenters v. Board of Education of School District No. 231, 57 Ill.App.3d
345, 349, 14 Ill. Dec. 929, 373 N.E.2d 60 (1978)); and (3) the purpose of the hearing. Petersen
v. Chicago Plan Comm'n of City of Chicago, 302 Ill. App. 3d 461, 470, 707 N.E.2d 150, 156
(1998). These factors create a sliding scale on which the court can determine if the hearing
comported with due process. Cyrus One LLC v. City of Aurora, Illinois, No. 18-C-272, 2019
WL 1112254, at *8 (N.D. Ill. Mar. 11, 2019).
In this case, the ZBA is acting in its capacity as a zoning board of appeals under the
Illinois County Zoning Statutes, not as a trial court. See 55 ILCS 5/5-12009–12015.
Additionally, the practical realities of conducting a hearing require reasonable limits on the dates
for presenting witnesses and the COVID-19 pandemic required the Hearings to be conducted via
videoconference. Finally, the purpose of the Hearings are to determine if the requirements of the
Knox County Wind Energy Ordinance have been met and whether granting the conditional use
permit will unreasonably interfere with the orderly land use and development plans of the
county. Knox County Wind Energy Ordinance, § 1.09(3). Under these circumstances, the ZBA
heard ample evidence to satisfy the purpose of the Wind Energy Ordinance and provide
sufficient due process within the practical realities of the COVID-19 pandemic.
The Objectors’ reliance on the Ninth Judicial Circuit Administrative Order 2020-02 is
misplaced. The Administrative Order is limited to court trials in the Ninth Judicial Circuit of
Illinois, not hearings of the ZBA. As stated by the County’s Hearing Officer, hearings of the
ZBA are not trials. Further, while court trials in the Ninth Judicial Circuit have been continued,
hearings are going forward via various electronic means, including Zoom. See Email from Judge
Scott Shipplett (April 24, 2020), attached as Exhibit 1.
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The Supreme Court of Illinois has also given wide discretion to individual jurisdictions
with regard to holding proceedings via telephone or videoconference. In fact, the Illinois
Supreme Court’s Order M.R. 30370 provides, “All non-essential court matters and proceedings
should be continued or, where possible, conducted remotely via telephone or video or other
electronic means.” See Illinois Supreme Court Order M.R. 30370 (Mar. 17, 2020) (attached as
Exhibit 2) (emphasis added). Order M.R. 30370 provides further that “all courts, in any civil or
criminal case, may: … consider as evidence sworn statements made out of court or sworn
testimony given remotely, out of court, by teleconference, videoconference, or other means.”
Accordingly, there is no universal mandate to suspend all proceedings in the courts or at the
county level—and the Illinois courts are specifically empowered to hold evidentiary hearings via
electronic means.
The Objectors’ interpretation of Executive Order 2020-07 is also unsupported. The
Executive Order expands the ability to conduct proceedings by electronic means and gives
governmental bodies discretion to use electronic procedures as the governmental body deems
appropriate. The language upon which the Objectors rely—“Public bodies are encouraged to
postpone consideration of public business where possible”—doesn’t require any postponement,
and as discussed below, for such essential infrastructure, such postponement is not only
improper, but imprudent. See Exhibit 1 to Objectors’ Memorandum of Law on Due Process
(emphasis added). Additionally, guidance from the Illinois Public Access Counselor (the officer
charged with enforcement of Illinois open meetings and open records laws) cites the need to
consider postponing meetings where the public health is at risk and then explained how to hold
electronic meetings in order to ensure that the public health is not at risk while still preserving
due process rights. See Public Access Counsellor, Guidance to Public Bodies on the Open
Meetings Act and the Freedom of Information Act during the COVID-19 Pandemic, last updated
April 9, 2020 (attached as Exhibit 3).
The Objectors’ claim that the Knox County Wind Farm proceeding “was contemplated
by the Governor to be postponed” is pure conjecture. This claim also fails to account for the
U.S. Department of Homeland Security’s Essential Functions and Critical Infrastructure
guidance, which identifies “workers who … are involved in the development … of the
generation transmission and distribution of electric power …” as Essential Critical Infrastructure
Workers that should be exempt from COVID-19 restrictions. See U.S. Department of Homeland
Security, Advisory Memorandum (April 17, 2020) (attached Exhibit 4).
Notably, examples of proceedings held by electronic means are occurring all over the
State of Illinois, including at the Illinois Supreme Court. The Circuit Court of Cook County is
holding proceedings via Zoom and streaming them to the public on YouTube. See Circuit Court
of Cook County, Illinois, Procedures for Remote Plea Hearings Using the Zoom Application
(May 4, 2020) (attached as Exhibit 5). The Circuit Court of Ogle County is permitting routine or
complex matters (absent jury trials) to be heard remotely by phone or videoconference. See
Circuit Court of Ogle County, Illinois, Administrative Order 2020-13 (Apr. 27, 2020) (attached
as Exhibit 6). The Fourteenth Judicial Circuit of Illinois is holding remote hearings for
contested civil matters.
See Fourth Judicial Circuit, Memorandum on Contested
Telephonic/Video Hearings in Civil Cases (Apr. 15, 2020) (attached as Exhibit 7). The Illinois
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Supreme Court is hearing oral arguments via videoconference. See Illinois Supreme Court Press
Release (Apr. 21, 2020) (attached as Exhibit 8). Similarly, the U.S. Supreme Court, which is
known for the give and take of its oral arguments, conducted its first arguments by
teleconference this week on May 4, 2020. See United States Supreme Court Press Release (Apr.
28, 2020) (attached as Exhibit 9).
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Patricia L. McGarr, MAI, CRE, FRICS, CRA
Principal & National Director
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Member of the Appraisal Institute (MAI)
Counselors of Real Estate, designated (CRE)
Fellow of Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (FRICS)
Certified Review Appraiser (CRA)
Certified General Real Estate Appraiser in the states of:
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Alabama
California
Connecticut
District of Columbia
Illinois
Indiana
Louisiana
Colorado
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan












Nevada
New Jersey
New York
North Carolina
Pennsylvania
South Carolina
Tennessee
Texas
Virginia
Wisconsin
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•
•
•

National Association of Realtors
International Right Of Way Association
Elkhart County Board of Realtors (MLS of Indiana)
CREW (Commercial Real Estate Women)

Appointments
•

Appointed by the Governor in 2017 to the State of Illinois
to the Department of Financial & Professional Regulation’s
Real Estate Appraisal Board
 Vice-Chairman - 2018

Rebecca Schmitt, Biologist and Project Manager
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
2016-Present Biologist/Project Manager, Western EcoSystems Technology, Inc.,
Bloomington, Indiana
2015-2016
Bat Project Data Manager, Western EcoSystems Technology, Inc.,
Bloomington, Indiana
2015-2015
Senior Director of Corporate and Foundation Relations, Indiana University,
School of Informatics and Computing, Bloomington, Indiana
2014-2015
Assistant Director, Indiana University, Center for Research in Extreme
Scale Technologies, Bloomington, Indiana
2012-2014
Chief of Staff/Program Manager, Indiana University, Center for Research in
Extreme Scale Technologies, Bloomington, Indiana
2009-2010
Lab Manager, Indiana University, Center for Research in Extreme Scale
Technologies, Bloomington, Indiana
2008-2008
Environmental Field Technician, Indiana Geological Survey, Bloomington,
Indiana
2005-2006
Environmental Manager, Indiana Department of Environmental
Management, Office of Water, Indianapolis, Indiana
2005-2005
Naturalist Aide, Indiana Department of Natural Resources, Division of Fish
and Wildlife, Bloomington, Indiana
2004-2005
School Integrated Pest Management (IPM) Consultant, United States
Environmental Protection Agency, Bloomington, Indiana

EDUCATION

SPECIALTY AREAS

M.S.
Indiana University
Bloomington, Indiana
2013
Applied Ecology

Ms. Schmitt is a biologist and project manager with over 12 years of combined professional
experience with various academic research and environmental organizations.

M.P.A.
Indiana University
Bloomington, Indiana
2005
Environmental Policy & Natural
Resource Management
B.S.
Indiana University
Bloomington, Indiana
2003
Public Affairs/Management

At WEST, Ms. Schmitt assists clients with agency coordination, and the design,
development, and implementation of wildlife surveys for birds, bats, and other sensitive
species. She supervises the field data collection, project tracking, and reporting for wildlife
studies. She maintains highly effective communication, organizational, and management
skills to help guide projects from the proposal phase through project implementation,
management, and final reporting. She is knowledgeable of survey guidelines and protocols
for baseline wildlife studies and monitoring at wind energy and pipeline projects, including
the US Fish and Wildlife Service’s Land-Based Wind Energy Guidelines, Eagle
Conservation Plan Guidance, and Range-Wide Indiana Bat Survey Guidelines. Ms. Schmitt
also serves as the co-leader of the Bat Practice Group and helps coordinate company-wide
survey efforts and approaches to bat-related issues.
Ms. Schmitt’s previous professional experience in academic research administration and
program management provides her with a strong foundation to succeed at WEST. At
Indiana University, she provided contractual management for federally funded large-scale
research contracts and grants from the Department of Defense, Department of Energy, and
National Science Foundation.

SELECTED PROFESSIONAL PUBLICATIONS

Walker, Z., N. Engbrecht, R. Schmitt. 2006. Geographic distribution. Hyla cinera.
Herpetological Review 37(1): 100.

